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Earthquake ground motions impose a significant risk of damage on structures which can result 
in post-event repair and downtime costs, potential demolition and, in extreme cases, loss of 
life. These consequences can put an economic burden on communities following a large 
earthquake.  Therefore, development of low-damage structures using repeatable, low cost, and 
effective supplemental dissipation to preserve life safety and improve resilience is crucial.  
 
This thesis investigates the design, development, and experimental validation of two types of 
novel hybrid self-centring dissipation devices for low-damage structures. The elements used to 
create the hybrid devices consist of a friction ring-spring (RS), a high-force-to-volume (HF2V) 
lead extrusion damper, and a viscous damper (VD). These hybrid devices can be used as 
alternate means of dissipating energy to develop and design low-damage structures. The 
devices investigated within this thesis are relatively compact and are therefore appropriate for 
structural applications in a wide range of architectural spaces. Therefore, the development of 
these devices is a step towards developing a wider range of low-damage structural design 
methods, reducing the adverse impacts of earthquake ground motions on communities.  
 
Nonlinear spectral analyses of elastoplastic structures with supplemental hybrid dissipaters are 
presented to provide an indication of their performance as a function of the balance of hybrid 
elements used. Hybrid combinations of ring-springs and HF2V devices and a hybrid 
combination of viscous dampers and ring-springs is used in these analyses. The results indicate 
hybrid devices can offer significant reductions in peak drift owing to the dissipative behaviour 
of their constitutive elements, which also leads to lower residual drifts. Residual drifts are 
further improved by the re-centring capability of the ring-spring. These benefits come at a cost 
iv 
 
of increased base shear demand of the structures with supplemental hybrid damping, arising as 
a result of the reaction loads from the added device forces. The overall results illustrate the 
trade-off of dissipation and re-centring goals when hybrid devices are used. 
 
Experimental validation analyses are done using a prototype hybrid RS+VD device. The hybrid 
device combines rate-dependent dissipation of a viscous damper with the rate-independent 
dissipation and re-centring restoring force of a ring-spring in a parallel configuration.  
Proof-of-concept validation tests use sinusoidal displacement inputs across a comprehensive 
matrix of amplitudes and frequencies, and two ring-spring pre-loads to generate  
force-displacement graphs for the hybrid device and enable comparison with the behaviour of 
individual components. The results offer a range of new, easily implemented options for energy 
dissipation in developing low-damage structures, which can also provide necessary re-centring 
capability within the same package. The overall method is readily generalised for a wide range 
of hybrid device force capacities and design requirements.  
 
Overall, this thesis develops a hybrid re-centring damping device through simulation, prototype 
development and experimental validation where the presented methods are generalisable to 
other similar hybrid devices. The main outcomes include providing simultaneous, repeatable 
supplemental dissipation using hybrid damping devices where the damping and re-centring 
components are readily customisable. The hybrid devices presented are entirely generalisable 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  
 
 Earthquakes damage  
 
Earthquakes have historically been highly damaging for urban buildings as they subject the 
structures to substantial input accelerations during a short time period (Buckle, 1994; Mimura 
et al., 2011). The immediate outcome of this undesired energy can be significant structural and 
non-structural damage, injury, loss of life, and structural collapse (Chang, 2010; Yon et al., 
2013).  
 
Equally, due to seismic damages across a range of structures, the long term effects of 
earthquakes on a national and regional economy are significant issues. Following a major 
earthquake, critical infrastructure, such as hospitals and fire stations, could be crippled or 
completely shut down while they are needed the most, along with damage to underground 
infrastructure such as water pipelines and sewers. Repair and downtime costs associated with 
seismic damage to business structures and subsequent interrupted building use and access is 
often substantial, leading to significant business and economic losses. Structurally damaged 
residential and commercial facilities leave workers without jobs and people without safe living 
places, affecting families and income, and often leading to relocation of significant number of 
skilled workers. The combined financial repercussions of these issues follow from an 
earthquake for up to 20 years (Brookshire et al., 1997; Rose and Lim, 2002).   
 
Hence, the widespread damage associated with earthquakes can also put a substantial financial 
burden on a nation’s economy. For example, the estimated direct cost of the 2011 Christchurch, 




Treasury, 2014). Added indirect costs to households, businesses, and the national economy are 
also very large.  
 
Similarly, the 1994 Northridge earthquake with a magnitude of 6.6 killed 57 people and cost 
US$13-40 billion (Tierney, 1997; Eguchi et al., 1998). The 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan 
(magnitude 6.9), killed more than 6,000, made 300,000 homeless, and had an estimated cost of 
US$100 billion (Horwich, 2000; Aoki et al., 2004). The 1999 Jiji, Taiwan earthquake destroyed 
over 50,000 buildings killing more than 2,400 people and led to a total cost of US$10 billion 
(Tsai et al., 2000). The 2008 Wenchuan earthquake (magnitude 8.0) resulted in 69,180 known 
deaths and destroyed almost 80% of the buildings (Dunford and Li, 2011; Wu et al., 2012). 
The casualties of the 2010 Chile earthquake was reported as 525 victims while 8.8% of people 
lost their homes (Elnashai et al., 2010). The catastrophic 2011 earthquake and the subsequent 
tsunami in Tohoku resulted in the death of nearly 20,000 people and severely impacted the 
Japanese economy (Kazama and Noda, 2012). All the above values are in the range of 10-20% 
of GDP for each country or major region, and some times higher depending on size (Toya and 
Skidmore, 2007).  
 
However, such earthquakes of large devastating magnitude are rare. Despite their rarity, the 
overwhelming evidence from prior events, particularly several recent events in the prior 25 
years highlights the need to develop far more resilient communities and economies. There is a 
significant role that advanced technologies and systems promoting resilience can play, and they 
should not be overlooked.  
 
In seismically active areas, the occurrence of the next major quake is only a matter of 




for a magnitude 6.7 or larger earthquake in the California area in the US before 2030 (Garbarino 
et al., 2002). Such a prediction indicates an ongoing risk in the vicinity of a seismically active 
region, even if an exact prediction is not yet possible. The significant social and economic costs 
make this likelihood an economic risk. Despite increased human life safety due to better design 
and construction, the major post-quake economic losses pose a potential threat to the economy 
but one which is difficult to amortise financially in the face of more predictable costs. More 
specifically, the low annual probability of occurrence of earthquakes, means they are often 
underestimated, despite the evidence, and investment is thus often redirected towards more 
immediate needs. This contrast makes developing resilience difficult and slow. Together, these 
issues point to a need for highly effective, but low cost approaches for mitigating structural 
damage and thus economic losses 
 
 Earthquake damage prevention  
 
The energy transferred to structure during the earthquake needs to be controlled to prevent 
excessive displacement response and thus to reduce the deformations of the structural elements. 
Modern structural design attempts to localise inelastic structural deformations to specific 
desired locations within the structures. Locations, such as plastic hinge joints, are capable of 
absorbing significant amounts of energy at the beam-column joints, thus reducing the 
magnitude of structural response. Thus, collapse prevention is ensured by maintaining column 
integrity. However, this response mitigation to prevent collapse and preserve life safety leads 
directly to damage and increasingly significant economic costs.  
 
In particular, the structures typically behave nonlinearly in severe earthquake events. A true 
damage free dissipation mechanism would not have excessive motion or plastic deformation. 




plastic deformation and off-centred structures.  
 
1.2.1. Damage Avoidance Design  
 
As a result of the economic cost of earthquake induced structural damage, there is an increasing 
demand for structural resilience through damage resistant structural designs to dissipate energy 
without sacrificial damage. A range of alternative seismic design principles and strategies have 
been considered, including damage avoidance design (DAD) (Mander and Cheng, 1997). DAD 
aims to minimise the economic costs of earthquakes by eliminating seismic damage and the 
subsequent need for significant post-quake repairs, thus reducing downtime and increasing use 
and serviceability (Solberg, 2007; Bradley et al., 2008b; Rodgers et al., 2008d; Pekcan et al., 
2009).  
 
The DAD design philosophy was first introduced by Mander and Cheng, (1997) for damage-
free design of bridge piers. The DAD approach switches energy dissipation from sacrificial 
damage of primary structural elements to supplemental dissipation mechanisms (Priestley et 
al., 1999; Chase et al., 2006; Solberg et al., 2009). These mechanisms can be sacrificial 
(Holden et al., 2003; Khoo et al., 2012a; Golondrino et al., 2014), or repeatable (Rodgers et 
al., 2008c; Pekcan et al., 2009; Rodgers et al., 2012a). Equally, the repeatable mechanisms or 
devices can be semi-active (Soong and Spencer, 2002; Rodgers et al., 2007c; Mulligan et al., 
2009b; Hazaveh et al., 2015) or passive (Rodgers et al., 2007a; Hazaveh et al., 2017a) where 
the latter, in each case, offer far lower complexity and cost.  
 
For example, use of controlled rocking response in lieu of accommodating plastic hinge joints 




precast seismic structural systems (PRESSS) (Mander and Cheng, 1997; Priestley et al., 1999; 
Ajrab et al., 2004; Bradley et al., 2008a; Latham et al., 2013; Borzouie et al., 2015; 2016). The 
detailed rocking joints in these structures accommodate inelastic behaviour, and if armouring 
is included at the contact interface, the response of the structural frame can essentially remain 
damage free. Similar approaches can be used within connections using, for example High-
Force-to-Volume (HF2V) devices (Rodgers et al., 2008a; Bacht et al., 2011). Hence, there are 
several ways to create low-to-no-damage structural systems with repeatable, passive and 
potentially low-cost supplemental energy dissipation devices. 
 
Overall, DAD and low-damage systems share the common approach of using supplemental 
dissipation in lieu of sacrificial damage to primary structural elements to achieve the same, or 
better, response mitigation. Thus, to develop damage-free structures using steel or concrete 
connections, alternate dissipation mechanisms are needed to provide reliable, and, particularly, 
economically viable, energy dissipation. These mechanisms should be able to dissipate energy 
in a repeatable and consistent fashion and do so in a relatively low cost and complexity to 
become economically feasible. Several types of such dissipation mechanisms have been 
introduced and researched (Li et al., 2008; Sarkis et al., 2017; Hashemi et al., 2018).  
 
1.2.2. Lead extrusion devices  
 
Lead extrusion energy dissipaters were proposed by Robinson and Greenbank, (1975) and later 
modified to high-force-to-volume (HF2V) dampers by Rodgers et al., (2007a) as a repeatable 
way of absorbing energy. These devices work on the basis of extruding lead through constricted 
steel chambers and have been used in the base isolated William Clayton building in Wellington, 




Christchurch, New Zealand (Latham et al., 2013). They have also been tested at steel beam 
column connections (Rodgers et al., 2011), concrete beam column connections (Rodgers et al., 
2012b; Soydan et al., 2017), as well as timber wall-base rocking systems (Wrzesniak et al., 
2016). There are several design analyses in the literature to link their performance to design 
(Rodgers et al., 2006; Rodgers et al., 2008b), as well as to enable more optimal design of 
individual devices (Vishnupriya et al., 2018). They are thus a well understood device and have 
been implemented in structures as part of the Christchurch rebuild. 
 
1.2.3. Sliding hinge joints (SHJ) 
 
Sliding hinge joints are a means of providing damage free energy dissipation using friction 
(Clifton, 2005; MacRae et al., 2007). These systems have also been used in combination with 
another friction based dissipater ring-spring to provide restoring force and diminish post-
shaking permanent displacements (Khoo et al., 2012b; Khoo et al., 2013). However, these 
friction connections can often suffer damage in use (Borzouie et al., 2015; 2016), have variable 
dynamic friction coefficients (Rodgers et al., 2018), and have variable performance based on 
the assembly process and steel coating/surface finish (Rodgers et al., 2017).  
 
1.2.4. Ring-springs (RS) 
 
Ring-springs are high-stiffness re-centring springs which can be considered as fully passive 
friction dampers with high self-centring ability (Hill, 1995; Bishay-Girges, 2004). Ring-springs 
offer a significant spring force in a compact volume that traditional springs cannot (Filiatrault 
et al., 2000; Bishay-Girges and Carr, 2014), making them attractive for structural applications. 




connections to allow damage-resistant rocking (Gledhill et al., 2008). Despite the occasional 
use of ring-springs in structural applications, their full potential is largely untapped.  
 
1.2.5. Viscous dampers (VD) 
 
Viscous dampers offer reliable energy dissipation in a self-contained package in an entirely 
passive fashion (Constantinou et al., 1993). In these devices, the force needed to overcome 
viscous action of a fluid creates a velocity dependent damping force. Viscous dampers have 
been widely used in structural applications to provide rate dependent response mitigation 
(Soong and Spencer, 2002; Sorace et al., 2012; Seo et al., 2014; Dall′Asta et al., 2016). Opus 
“Tree House” in Christchurch is a recent example of viscous fluid dampers being used in a 
building designed based on low-damage design principles (Barounis et al., 2015). More 
recently, research has been conducted to customise the behaviour of the conventional viscous 
devices leading to direction and displacement dependent dissipative behaviour (Hazaveh et al., 
2016b; Hazaveh et al., 2016c; Hazaveh et al., 2017a). However, viscous devices can increase 
the base shear demands of the structure, when their force-velocity behaviour is non-linear or a 
large amount of added damping (large percentage of critical damping) is added in design. 
Furthermore, viscous fluid dampers lack a re-centring capability which may lead to residual 
displacements within a structure if non-linear structural behaviour occurs.   
 
1.2.6. Summary of Devices and Limitations 
 
These devices all offer a range of fully repeatable to largely repeatable energy dissipation. 
Together, they cover a range of dissipation mechanisms, from friction to extrusion to viscous 
damping. They are thus exemplars of a far larger group of potential devices.  All of them have 





However, limitations of above devices including high force, high complexity, poor re-centring, 
etc. could hold back their widespread structural use. High device forces in some cases means 
the device will only be activated for severe events but remain inactive for lower ground 
shakings. In addition, when activated, base shear forces will be higher due to added device 
forces. The high complexity and maintenance issues of some devices leads to higher costs and 
reduces the chance of industry uptake. Poor re-centring of devices increases the risk of 
permanently deformed structural elements at the end of a severe ground shaking.  
 
 The Need: hybrid devices  
 
Based on the introduction above, there is a need for repeatable, reliable energy dissipation 
devices for low-damage structural designs. The goal is to devise a solution capable of providing 
bulk dissipation which possess a measure of re-centring stiffness to ensure reduced motion 
increased re-centring in the typical nonlinear structures. Thus, a hybrid solution, capable of 
providing simultaneous dissipation and self-centring in a consistent manner throughout the life 
time of structure is desired.  
 
 Objectives and Scope  
 
The main objective of this research is to investigate the feasibility of developing a hybrid re-
centring dissipation device to provide structural energy dissipation. Analytical studies are 
undertaken followed by experimental validation to develop and validate the devices, 
investigate their structural impact, and identify design issues and considerations. The research 




 Analytical modelling of the structural response to relate device performance to known 
and accepted design guidelines  
 Design and experimental testing of a prototype to validate the concept and justify full 
structural implementation  
 
 Preface  
 
Chapter 2 presents the dissipation devices investigated in this research. Structural 
configuration, modelling approach and the expected behaviour for each device is shown in 
detail.  
 
Chapter 3 presents a first-step analytical investigation of the achievable modifications in the 
response of single-degree-of-freedom computational model augmented with a hybrid HF2V + 
RS device. Assessment of the potential influence on structural response parameters is 
undertaken to provide a motivation for further investigation. 
 
Chapter 4 presents a first-step analytical investigation of the achievable modifications in the 
response of single-degree-of-freedom systems augmented with a hybrid VD + RS device. 
Again, this study is used to understand the potential influence on system-level structural 
behaviour from this hybrid device combination to understand whether further investigation of 
the device is justified. 
 
Chapter 5 presents the design of a ring-spring (RS), a viscous damper (VD), and a prototype 
hybrid VD + RS device to be used in experimental validation. Key design parameters that 





Chapter 6 presents the experimental analyses of the developed prototype hybrid damper to 
characterise the response and validate the behaviour of individual components as well as the 
hybrid device.  
 
Chapter 7 presents the overall conclusions to the research.  
 




 Summary  
 
This chapter has presented the motivation for this research and introduction to the devices 
simulated and tested within this thesis. Overall, the risk posed by earthquakes in seismically 
active areas is significant but unpredictable. Development of energy dissipation mechanisms 
capable of providing repeatable and consistent behaviour is crucial to having earthquake-
resilient communities. The development of re-centring dissipative hybrid devices would enable 
this behaviour and accelerate the design, and build of low- to- no damage structures. Spectral 
analyses, and experimental validation of hybrid devices will provide proof-of-concept 






Chapter 2. Types of Devices for Energy Dissipation 
 
 Introduction  
 
As outlined in Chapter 1, structural deformations caused by the earthquakes can result in 
irreparable or costly damage if they go beyond the yield points. Such damage appears as major 
cracks and degrades the structural integrity (Chang, 2010; Yon et al., 2013). Thus, it leaves 
buildings more susceptible to significant damage from future events, as well as imposing 
significant repair costs. Thus, minimising the adverse impact of severe ground motions on 
structural elements is of utmost importance. Hence, improved structural behaviour through 
damage resistant mechanisms without costly sacrificial damage is actively pursued by a range 
of recent design strategies (Mander and Cheng, 1997; Priestley et al., 1999).  
 
This chapter presents the concept, basic background, and modelling techniques for three 
seismic mitigation devices used to enable low-damage structures. These devices include high-
force-to-volume (HF2V) dampers, ring-spring (RS) dampers, and fluid viscous dampers (VD). 
Each device offers potential large damage reductions in structural elements, both individually 
and in a hybrid combined form.  
 
 High-Force-To-Volume Damper (HF2V)  
 
2.2.1. Structure  
 
Lead extrusion energy dissipaters were first invented by Robinson and Greenbank, (1975) as a 
long-life energy absorbing device with highly stable and efficient force-displacement 




extruded back and forth through an orifice. The first industrial application of these initial design 
dampers was in Wellington Motorway Overbridges, where 12 extrusion devices with a force 
capacity of 150 kN were used to provide resistance against the longitudinal motion of the 
sloped bridge (Skinner et al., 1980).  
 
Cousins and Porritt, (1993) improved the design of lead extrusion devices by replacing the 
constricted tube configuration with a bulged shaft configuration to reduce the manufacturing 
costs, while maintaining device performance. Figure 2-1 shows two lead extrusion devices 
with force capacities of 100 and 700kN, where the devices are volumetrically large, but suitable 
for the applications mentioned previously.  
 
 
Figure 2-1 Lead extrusion devices with 100 and 700 kN force capacities and a person to indicate scale. 
(Cousins and Porritt, 1993) 
 
Constricted tube and bulged shaft lead extrusion devices provided repeatable energy 
absorption. However, their large physical dimensions resulted in two issues impeding wider 
application. First, buckling of the shaft during compression limited the stroke length available 




building applications, where available physical space is architecturally tighter, was limited by 
their large volume.  
 
Further research (Rodgers et al., 2007a; Rodgers et al., 2007b) led to the design and 
manufacture of a new generation of smaller extrusion devices, also known as high-force-to-
volume (HF2V) dampers. HF2V devices provide the same force capacity as their predecessors, 
but in much smaller dimensions, and can thus easily fit into structural connections (Bacht et 
al., 2011; Rodgers et al., 2011). The HF2V device consists of a steel cylindrical container filled 




Figure 2-2 a) Cross-sectional view of the HF2V device (Desombre, 2011), b) Manufactured HF2V device 
(Rodgers et al., 2008c)  
 
Low cost and relative ease of manufacture, together with their small size, make HF2V devices 
a suitable option for wide use in the structures either in the design stage of new buildings or as 
a retrofit strategy (Rodgers et al., 2012b). Due to the short stroke required in these applications, 
buckling is not a major concern. Thus, they are capable of providing consistent energy 
dissipation without needing to be replaced following a major earthquake. The lack of need for 
maintenance or replacement thus differentiates them from a range of single use yielding fuses 






2.2.2. Modelling  
 
Rodgers et al., (2008b) present an experimentally validated relation to define the dissipative 
force of an HF2V device:  
h
DF G y  (2-1) 
 
where FD is the damper force, h is the velocity exponent within the range of [0.11 - 0.15], G
is the geometry dependent damper constant, and y is the shaft velocity.  
 
 
To account for the flexibility of the device, Eq. (2-1) is incorporated in a Maxwell type mass-
spring configuration (Rodgers et al., 2012b) shown in Figure 2-3. The total shaft displacement, 
z, is the sum of two separate components, linear elastic elongation of the shaft, x, and the 
nonlinear bulge displacement within the cylinder, y. This model is simply defined:  
 
x y z   (2-2) 
 
Due to the series nature of the displacement parameters in Eq. (2-2), the spring representing 
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where fD is the spring flexibility.  
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where i is the time index. Note that the right hand side of Eq. (2-5) consists of known 
parameters at each time step, ti and a known parameter zi+1 at the next time step, ti+1.  
 
To find FD from Eq. (2-5), an iterative method is required. Thus, the equation is rewritten:  
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Comparing Eq. (2-6) and Eq. (2-3), the bracketed term is indeed the shaft velocity at instance 
ti+1. To avoid erroneous results due to the fractional exponent and also considering the direction 
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Using sufficiently small time increments and a sufficient number of iterations in each step, Eqs. 
(2-7) and (2-8) will yield 1iy   and FD, enabling the force-displacement behaviour to be 
evaluated as shown in Figure 2-4, which is in agreement with finite elements results of Yang 
et al., (2015) .  
 
 
Figure 2-4 Modelled force-displacement behavior of an HF2V device using Eqs. (2-7) and (2-8).  
 
 Ring-Spring damper  
 
2.3.1. Structure  
 
Ring-spring dampers are high stiffness re-centring springs, which can also be considered as 
fully passive friction dampers with high self-centring capability (Wahl, 1944; Erasmus, 1988; 
Hill, 1995; Bishay-Girges, 2004). Ring-springs were first invented by Wikander, (1931) for 




the German manufacturer RINGFEDER as high stiffness springs with inherent hysteretic 
damping from internal friction (RINGFEDER, Gmbh Germany).  
 
Proven reliability and low maintenance have made ring-springs a viable option for shock 
absorption in industrial applications. They have been used as buffers to absorb the kinetic 
energy of large masses during impact loadings, such as in pneumatic hammers, train wagon 
couplers, and artillery recoil systems (Fenstermacher and McDonagh, 2008; SEBEŞAN et al., 
2014). Hence, they are well-known in non-building applications.  
 
Figure 2-5a shows the basic component of a ring-spring damper, which is a stack of inner and 
outer rings with tapered mating surfaces. An axial compressive force applied on the ring stack 
creates a compressive radial force on the inner rings and a tensional radial force on the outer 
rings. Thus, as shown in Figure 2-5b the inner rings contract radially, while the outer rings 
expand, allowing the rings to slide along the tapered surface. This action closes the gap between 
rings and reduces the overall stack length. This mechanism provides an extremely large 
stiffness in a relatively small space compared to other types of springs (Hill, 1995).  
 
  
Figure 2-5 a) A ring stack and its cross-sectional view for the friction ring-spring (Hill, 1995), b) cross-






When the load is removed the rings relax and return to their unloaded position. The resistive 
radial forces acting on the individual rings create a restoring axial force, pushing the stack back 
to its initial unloaded position and giving the ring stack a self-centring ability to restore to its 
passive length.  
 
The ring stack alone, only works in compression and the stack cannot sustain any axial tension. 
To work around this problem, the ring stack inside the ring-spring damper is axially confined 
to a designed maximum length (initial length). Thus, while the ring-spring damper could 
undergo either extension or compression, the ring stack within the damper remains in 
compression only. The deflection of the ring stack will only depend on the absolute value of 
the input displacement to the ring-spring.  
 
Ring-spring stiffness depends on the friction between sliding surfaces and is thus different in 
loading and unloading. This difference provides a considerable measure of damping unlike 
typical coil springs. The dissipative nature of the ring-spring due to its internal friction, together 
with its inherent re-centring or return ability, makes it a favourable candidate for industrial 
applications where compact, and reliable energy absorption and spring stiffness are needed 
(Kar et al., 1996; Filiatrault et al., 2000).  
 
Ring-springs have been experimentally tested within sliding hinge joints to provide restoring 
force and diminish post-shaking permanent displacements (Khoo et al., (2012b); Khoo et al., 
(2013)). Ring-springs have also been used with sliding friction connections at the column-base 
connections of a multi-storey steel-frame building to allow damage-resistant rocking (Gledhill 
et al., 2008). However, the use of these devices is still relatively uncommon and their potential 




Ring-spring devices are custom designed to a given specific capacity. Prior applications of 
ring-springs, with and without additional devices, such as friction connections, have shown 
their use is possible within a typical structure (Gledhill et al., 2008; Tait et al., 2013; Bishay-
Girges and Carr, 2014). Additionally, other rocking structures using additional dissipation 
devices (Latham et al., 2013) had force capacities per device in the 250-400kN range, which 
are well within the 5-1800kN range noted by ring-spring maker Ringfeder (RINGFEDER, 
Gmbh Germany). Hence, there is significant opportunity for their use in building structures.  
 
2.3.2. Mathematical modelling  
 
To model the behaviour of a ring-spring damper, a single ring is isolated in Figure 2-6 to show 
the forces acting on an inner ring. The direction of the friction force depends on the direction 
of axial motion. Thus, the relationship between the axial force and axial displacement of the 
ring, which represents the axial stiffness, will be different depending on whether the rings are 
moving apart (unloading) or moving closer (loading).  
 
  
Figure 2-6 Resolved forces on the inner ring inside a ring-spring: a) loading (gaps closing) b) unloading 
(gaps opening) 
 
Outer rings Inner ring Inner ring 
Outer rings 
a) 




Considering the loading case (Figure 2-6a), the normal and tangential forces imposed on the 
inner ring by the outer ring directly above it are resolved to give the following radial and axial 
forces:  
 
cos( ) sin( )rF N F    (2-9) 
sin( ) cos( )aF N F    (2-10) 
 
where the friction force is defined as:  
 
F N   (2-11) 
 
The peripheral density of the radial force defined as the radial force per unit length of the 
circumference, of the inner ring is defined:  
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Circumferential stress or Hoop stress is defined:  
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where the direction factor ΦL, is defined:  
 











Thus, the resulting compressive stress in the inner ring and the tension stress in the outer ring 

























where Ao is the cross-sectional area of the outer ring shown by the blue cross-hatched surface 
























   (2-19) 
The factor 2 in Eq. (2-19) accounts for the contribution of both tapered surfaces on a single 
ring to the overall axial displacement.  
 
The total axial displacement in a ring-spring with in n inner rings and on n outer rings is 
defined:  
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where a mean radius rm is used for both inner and outer rings. Thus, the axial stiffness for the 
ring-spring during loading is:  
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Similarly, the axial stiffness for the ring-spring during unloading is defined:  
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Equations. (2-21), (2-22) indicate the magnitude of the loading and unloading stiffnesses are a 
function of material properties (E), number of the rings in the stack (n), geometry of the rings 
(A, α) as well as the coefficient of friction between the mating rings. However, the ratio of these 
two stiffness values depends only on the taper angle (α) and coefficient of friction (μ). Figure 
2-7 shows the variation of stiffness ratio across a range of practical geometry and lubrication 
characteristics for ring-springs.  
 
The direction factor in Eq. (2-15) is also indicative of the self-centring condition (μ < tan () 
for the ring stack. The shaded areas in Figure 2-7 show the region where this condition is not 
satisfied and the theoretical re-centring stiffness ratio is no longer positive.  
 
 
Figure 2-7 variation of ring-spring stiffness ratio due to geometry (taper angle) and lubrication (friction 
coefficient)  
 
For a certain ring-spring geometry, results show the force displacement behaviour can still be 
modified by altering the lubricating grease applied on the stack. Such modifications change the 




shows the typical overall force-displacement behaviour of a ring-spring where the relationship 
between the ring-spring force (FRS) and the relative displacement between two ends of the ring-














Note that when the ring-spring is being loaded the relative displacement between its ends is 
negative (ends approaching each other) and vice versa.  
 
 
Figure 2-8 Force displacement envelope for a ring-spring  
 
As expected, loading stiffness is always greater than unloading stiffness. However, the stiffness 
and the total displacement capacity of the ring-spring may be manipulated in a number of ways, 
including using a different number of rings in a stack, different configurations, parallel or 
series, of individual ring-springs, and different lubricants to lower the frictional coefficient 
(Hill, 1995). As evident in Figure 2-8 the displacement corresponding to zero force is zero that 
ensures self-centring for stiffnesses greater than zero, which is an important characteristic of 
these devices and proves useful in managing nonlinear seismic displacements.  
 
KL: Loading stiffness  




 Viscous Device  
 
2.4.1. Structure  
 
A fluid viscous damper dissipates mechanical energy via the viscous action of a fluid forced 
through an orifice. It resists motion over a finite input displacement and converts the kinetic 
input energy to heat. The generated heat is then dissipated to the mechanical parts, the 
surrounding environment, and the fluid itself, via convection and conduction. The resisting 
force generated by a viscous device varies with the relative translational velocity within the 
damper since the fluid works in the accordance with the laws of fluid mechanics.  
Conventional viscous devices offer energy dissipation in a self-contained package without 
auxiliary power making them entirely passive. Prior to structural applications, viscous devices 
were used in automotive industry within car suspension systems and in military applications 
mainly as recoil attenuation systems to dampen large impact forces generated by artillery fire 
(Constantinou et al., 1993).  
 
A typical viscous device consists of cylinder-piston system filled with a viscous fluid, as shown 
in Figure 2-9. The piston effectively divides the space inside the cylinder into two pressure 
chambers. When the piston moves inside the cylinder, the fluid is forced to flow from one 






Figure 2-9 Schematic configuration of a viscous damper  
 
Semi-active energy dissipation devices have been the subject of significant research and have 
proven effective in mitigating structural response due to earthquake ground motions. Such 
devices are strictly dissipative and thus, ensure stability if implemented correctly. Semi-active 
response to inputs ensures a broader control range than fully passive tuned dissipaters (Jansen 
and Dyke, 2000; Chase et al., 2006). A great deal of research has been dedicated to 
investigating the potential of various types of semi-active dissipation devices such as MR 
dampers and resettable dampers in structural response mitigation (Jabbari and Bobrow, 2002; 
Barroso et al., 2003; Mulligan et al., 2009a; Song and Dyke, 2013). These devices operate on 
the basis of variable stiffness and/or variable damping to dissipate energy, and act to reduce 
response amplitude. However, their use and uptake is limited by their complexity. To address 
this issue, recent work has developed passive viscous devices with performance similar to 
semi-active devices, further improving the robustness and cost efficiency of these mechanisms 
(Hazaveh et al., 2016a; Hazaveh et al., 2016c; Hazaveh et al., 2017a).  
 
2.4.2. Modelling   
 
The damping force created by a viscous device depends on several parameters specifically, the 




bore diameter and orifice configuration. The viscous force always resists motion and is 
proportional to relative velocity between the ends of the damper defined:  
 
VDF C y
  (2-25) 
 
where F is the damping force, CVD is the damping constant, y is the velocity, and κ is the 
damping exponent.  
 
The damping constant and exponent depend on the device configuration and fluid properties 
and remain constant over the full range of velocities. Figure 2-10 shows the effect of damping 
exponent κ on the viscous damping force. A value of κ = 1 corresponds to linear damping, 
which is commonly used to account for the supplemental viscous damping generated by a 
Newtonian fluid. Nonlinear viscous dampers with κ < 1 are the result of Non-Newtonian 









Figure 2-11 shows the hysteresis loops for two values of damping exponent, α when subjected 
to a harmonic (sine wave) displacement input profile. For equal peak force, the nonlinear 




Figure 2-11 Hysteresis loops for different velocity exponent values, κ, in Eq. (2-25) with  
peak input velocity = 1 m/s, and thus equal peak force  
 
The conventional viscous damper provides damping in all 4 quadrants of the force 
displacement plane, as shown in Figure 2-11. A quadrant-specific damping behaviour can be 
offered by a semi-active viscous damper or its recently developed passive version, called a 
direction and displacement dependent (D3) viscous device.  The D3 viscous damper is 
mathematically modelled using a conditional velocity-dependent linear relation:  
 
 
where VDF  is the damper force, CVD is the viscous damping coefficient, and ,z z  are the shaft 
displacement and velocity. The function ( , )u z z controls the behaviour of the device and its 




value depends on the sign of the relative displacement and velocity inputs to the device.  
Table 2-1 shows the equation defining each control law together with the corresponding force-
displacement envelope which are used in the numerical analyses in subsequent chapters.  
 
 
The conditional velocity-dependent relations in Table 2-1 offer many interesting possibilities, 
particularly regarding base shear vs response reduction (Rodgers et al., 2007c; Hazaveh et al., 
2016c) . Similar relations and benefits have been shown for more complex semi-active stiffness 
based devices (Rodgers et al., 2007c; Mulligan et al., 2009b). D3 passive devices have also 
been proven experimentally (Hazaveh et al., 2016a).  
 
The (1-4) control law is the same as a standard viscous damper, depending solely on the relative 
velocity across the damper. However, for (1-3) and (2-4) control laws, the damping depends 
on the displacement and direction. The (1-3) control law resists motion away from the centre 
point, whereas a (2-4) damper resists motion from peak displacement towards equilibrium. 
Table 2-1 Viscous D3 device control laws and their corresponding force equation  
Control law Device notation 




( , )VD VDF u z z C z  
( , ) 1u z z   
 
(1-3) VD13 
( , )VD VDF u z z C z
( , ) 0.5(1 ( ))u z z sign zz   
 
(2-4) VD24 
( , )VD VDF u z z C z





Thus, (1-3) and (2-4) devices dissipate only half of the energy of a (1-4) for the same input 
motion. These control laws, or similar quadrant-specific force functions, can be realised using 
valve control mechanisms in semi-active devices (Mulligan et al., 2009a; Hazaveh et al., 
2016b), and using asymmetric liquid chambers and one-way valves in passive devices 
(Hazaveh et al., 2016a).  
 
The damping behaviour in Table 2-1 is nonlinear by quadrant (essentially a binary ‘on/off’ 
behaviour). However, it is important to note it has a constant viscous damping constant, CVD. 
This capability has been experimentally demonstrated by Hazaveh et al., (2017b), along with 





 Summary  
 
This chapter presents background, modelling procedures and details to model 3 low-damage 
dissipation devices, specifically, HF2V devices, ring-spring dampers, and viscous fluid 
dampers. These devices can be analysed both individually or combined in connection with 
other structural elements in a system.  
 
The HF2V device is modelled as a dissipative element whose force-displacement envelope is 
similar to the one shown in Figure 2-4. The value of parameters flexibility (fD) and geometry 
coefficient (G) are determined by design and manufacturing considerations prior to analysis. 
Ring-spring dampers are modelled as an element with dissipative and restoring forces whose 
force-displacement envelope is similar to the one shown in Figure 2-8. Slopes of the lines, 
which correspond to the loading and unloading stiffness values, are determined by design and 
manufacturing considerations prior to modelling. Similarly, the D3 viscous device requires a 
viscous damping coefficient to be fully defined and then implemented by design.  
 
However, the practical effectiveness of these low-damage devices in a structure to reduce 
motion and damage should be evaluated prior to engaging in any experimental analyses. Thus, 
a trade-off analysis is required to evaluate their overall efficacy across a range of practical input 
parameters. A spectral analysis of elastic structures augmented with single and hybrid 
combinations of these low-damage devices could provide useful metrics to assess their 




Chapter 3. Spectral Analysis – HF2V + RS  
 
 Introduction  
 
Chapter 2 highlighted the need for integrated damping and re-centring in seismic structural 
response mitigation. This combination offers potential seismic reductions in both transient and 
permanent structural deformations and, thus seismic structural damage. Therefore, an 
economic hybrid dissipation device providing simultaneous dissipation and re-centring is of 
significant practical interest.  
 
Chapter 2 showed HF2V devices can provide large resistive forces, while maintaining compact 
physical dimensions. The velocity dependent behaviour demonstrated by these dampers 
provide a near-ideal hysteresis loop (square). As a result, it encloses the maximum possible 
area within the force-displacement plane providing the highest energy dissipation achievable 
per cycle in a consistent and repeatable manner. The ring-spring (RS) behaviour, on the other 
hand, shows combined re-centring and resistive features. The flag-shaped force-displacement 
envelope indicates a velocity independent dissipation with static re-centring ability.  
 
The primary goal of the research in this chapter is to investigate the potential impact of a hybrid 
device on structural seismic response. This hybrid device consists of a high-force-to-volume 
(HF2V) extrusion device and a ring-spring (RS) friction damper. The investigation is 
performed using response spectra for a seismically excited, nonlinear elastic, equivalent SDOF 
system. Seismic response simulations are performed using the medium suite of 
probabilistically scaled earthquake acceleration records from the SAC project (Somerville, 
1997). Three metrics including peak drift, residual drift, and peak base shear are analysed, each 




in the form of reduction factors (improvement ratios) defined as the multiplier that converts the 
response of the uncontrolled structure to the response of the controlled structure.  
 
 Methods  
 
3.2.1. Nonlinear structural modelling  
 
The structural model used for the spectral analysis of the baseline structure in this research is 
shown in Figure 3-1. It is an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system representing 
a base-excited building accounting for its weight and elasticity. It consists of a mass 
representing the weight of the structure, sitting on a number of elastic elements representing 
the overall system flexibility of the structure. The mass is restricted to move in one direction 





a) Real structure   b) SDOF model  





The preliminary and most basic method of modelling the force-displacement behaviour of the 
structure illustrated in Figure 3-1 is the linear elastic model. As shown in Figure 3-2, the 
relation between the applied force on the structure and its deformation (displacement) is 
identical to that of a linear mass-spring system where the elastically stiff structure plays the 
role of the restoring spring.  
 
The linear elastic model is commonly used in structural analyses and captures most of the 
characteristics of high-stiffness structures based on an ideal linear assumption. However, real 
structures possess some degree of nonlinearity in their behaviour, which is typically associated 
with the yielding effects in the structural elements. For such structures, a nonlinear model is 
needed to accurately predict force-displacement behaviour beyond the linear-elastic region.  
 
  
Figure 3-2 Force-displacement behaviour for a linear SDOF system  
 
The Menegotto-pinto model offers a mathematically simple method of modelling the nonlinear 
elasto-plastic behaviour of the materials under dynamic loading using material properties. The 
force-displacement relationship based on the Menegotto-pinto method is illustrated in Figure 
3-3 and defined by:  
























where k is the pre-yield structural stiffness, z is the deformation, is the post-yield stiffness 
ratio, and is the transition parameter.  
 
For deformations well below the yield limit, the relationship between the applied force and 
structural deformation is identical to that of a linear system. However, as the material yields, 
the force level departs from the linear elastic line and asymptotically approaches a second linear 
segment. For deformations well above the yield displacement, the force-displacement plot 
shows an entirely linear trend with a slope smaller than the pre-yield line which is typically 
defined by the strain hardening of the yielding material.  
 
 
Figure 3-3 Force-displacement behaviour for a linear SDOF system based on Menegotto-Pinto model  
 
The ratio of the post-yield stiffness to elastic stiffness is equal to the ratio of the asymptote 




the post-yield behaviour of the element and its strain hardening rate. Figure 3-4a shows the 
impact of this parameter on the behaviour of the elastic element. Higher values of  result in 
higher structural restoring forces if the deformation is beyond the yield limit. The value  = 0% 
corresponds to elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour, where the structure has zero strength beyond 
its elastic region. The other extreme  = 100% eliminates the sensitivity of the formula to the 
yield limit and thus replicates the behaviour of a linear elastic system.  
 
The shape of the transition curve shown in Figure 3-3 is controlled by the transition 
parameter . Higher values of  result in sharper corners, while smaller values lead to smoother 
transitions as shown in Figure 3-4b. It is evident, the Menegotto-Pinto model is also capable 
of simulating a bilinear behaviour if the value of  is large enough. This model uses the yield 
point displacement, post-yield stiffness ratio, and transition curve properties extracted from 
experimental analyses, and can be easily customised to different values of these parameters. 
Figure 3-4c shows the force behaviour for three levels of yield displacement. In addition, 
Eq. (3-1) is an odd function of displacement x and thus gives origin-symmetric plots for 
negative displacements as shown in Figure 3-4d.  
 
To accurately simulate the behaviour of elasto-plastic structures under dynamic load reversals, 
the Menegotto-Pinto model needs to be modified by introducing load reversal and reference 
points on the force-displacement plot. As shown in Figure 3-5, for loading reversals below the 
yield point, the unloading path (AO) will be the same as the loading path (OA). However, for 
reversed deformations beyond the yield point, the unloading path will be parallel to the elastic 
stiffness line (BC||AO) defining a new reference point to be used in the Menegotto-Pinto model. 
For a purely isotropic hysteretic behaviour, the yield capacity of the structure increases in both 




new reference point for the isotropic behaviour and point B gives the new yield force which is 
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Figure 3-4 Structural restoring force by Menegotto-Pinto model;  
a) Impact of post-yield stiffness ratio, b) Impact of transition parameter 










Figure 3-5 Impact of transition parameter on the structural restoring force  
 
For the kinematic hysteretic assumption, the change in the strength of the material is not 
identical in both directions meaning the gain in strength in one direction will come at the cost 
of reduction in strength in the opposite direction (Bruneau et al., 2011). For this hypothesis, 
the new reference point in the force-displacement graph after the unloading is shown by point 
C where the difference between the reference point force and reversal point force is equal to 
the initial yield force.  
 
The difference between these two modelling strategies is better highlighted in Figure 3-6, 
where the structural behaviour is shown for multiple loading cycles with increasing amplitudes. 
The force difference between the upper and lower limits of the isotropic hysteresis plot 
increases in each loading cycle. In contrast, for the kinematic hysteresis plot, lines are enclosed 
by two linear post-yield asymptotes maintaining a constant force difference as shown by the 






Figure 3-6 Menegotto-Pinto simulation; Isotropic hysteresis vs kinematic hysteresis  
 
3.2.2. Device enabled structural modelling  
 
The structure modelled for spectral analysis of the effectiveness of the hybrid damping devices 
uses the equivalent single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system introduced in Section 3.2.1 as 
shown in Figure 3-1. Such models are regularly used in spectral analyses upon which 
performance based design codes rely (Chopra and Goel, 2001; Subramanian and Velayutham, 
2014). The system includes a nonlinear elasto-plastic isotropic hysteresis for the structure as 
presented in Section 3.2.1. A supplemental hybrid damping system combining nonlinear HF2V 
and ring-spring devices in parallel is added to the system. The nonlinear structure is subjected 
to horizontal unidirectional seismic accelerations, gz .  
 
The governing equation of motion for the system shown in Figure 3-1 is defined:  







where me is the structural mass, z is the structural deformation, gz  is the excitation 
accelerations, and c is the inherent structural damping. The nonlinear structural restoring force 
FNL is evaluated from Eqs. (3-1) or (3-2). Device forces FHF2V and FRS are obtained using the 
models developed in Chapter 2.  
 
 
Figure 3-7 Schematic configuration of a SDOF system with supplemental devices 
 
An equation for the base shear is presented in Eq. (3-4) and is defined as the total shear force 
imposed on the supporting foundation of the structure by the simultaneous action of the devices 
and structural stiffness. The peak base shear force determines the foundation demands for the 
structure to maintain its structural integrity.  
 
2shear NL RS HF VF F F F    (3-4) 
 
3.2.3. Excitation records and the analyses 
 
To investigate the impact of hybrid devices over a design space of non-dimensional damper 




is conducted using the medium suite of design level earthquakes shown in Table 3-1. This suite 
includes 20 acceleration time histories with a probability of exceedance of 10% in 50 years 
from the SAC project (Somerville and Venture, 1997). The results can then be used to assess 
the reductions in structural response, base shear demand, and residual displacement, 
parametrised by the device design parameters ε and KL / k over a full range of structural periods.  
 
Table 3-1 Ground motion records used in simulations (records from SAC project)  
No. SAC No. Record name PGA (g) 
1 (la01) Imperial Valley, 0.46 
2 (la02) Imperial Valley, 0.68 
3 (la03) Imperial Valley, 1979, Array 5 0.39 
4 (la04) Imperial Valley, 1979, Array 5 0.49 
5 (la05) Imperial Valley, 1979, Array 6 0.30 
6 (la06) Imperial Valley, 1979, Array 6 0.23 
7 (la07) Landers Eqk, 1992 0.42 
8 (la08) Landers Eqk, 1992 0.43 
9 (la09) Landers Eqk, 1992 0.52 
10 (la10) Landers Eqk, 1992 0.36 
11 (la11) Loma Prieta, 1989, Gilroy 0.67 
12 (la12) Loma Prieta, 1989, Gilroy 0.97 
13 (la13) Northridge, 1994 0.68 
14 (la14) Northridge, 1994 0.66 
15 (la15) Northridge, 1994 0.53 
16 (la16) Northridge, 1994 0.58 
17 (la17) Northridge, 1994, Sylmar 0.57 
18 (la18) Northridge, 1994, Sylmar 0.82 
19 (la19) North Palm Springs, 1986 1.02 





The model is presumed to have a nominal height, He = 10 m, a seismic mass, me = 10
4 kg with 











A yield drift value of δy = 2% together with parameters  = 5% and β = 20 in Eq. (3-1) are 
used to model the nonlinear structural stiffness where the drift is defined as the ratio of the 






  (3-6) 
 
To account for elastic dissipation losses, inherent structural damping equal to 5% of critical 
damping is considered. The nonlinear time history response of the structure is evaluated for the 
selected hybrid device configurations using the software package MATLAB where a 
dt = 0.001 s time step is used in the integrations. Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 illustrate how the 
peak response parameters including drift and base shear together with the residual drift are 
recorded for a single earthquake record acting on a device enabled structure. The results are 








Figure 3-8 a) Ground motion record No. 1 from Table 3-1  
b) Drift response with the recorded peak and residual drift metrics  
 
  
Figure 3-9 Peak base shear metric evaluated by summing the structural and device forces. The circled point 








The data extracted from the time history response of 20 earthquake records is used to evaluate 
the statistically representative metrics for each structural period. Median values from each set 
of 20 data points are used to show the values of peak drift and peak base shear, and residual 
displacements. This process is repeated for structural periods in the range Tn = [0.1 - 5] (s) 
with an increment, dT = 0.1 (s), to provide the response spectra (Maniyar et al., 2009). Each 
reduction factor represents the multiplicative change in the response metric, from the baseline, 
no-device structure to the device-enabled structure.  
 
To better demonstrate how the supplemental damping alters the behaviour of a structure, the 
results are shown in the form of reduction factors as shown in Figure 3-10. A reduction factor 
for a particular response metric is defined as a ratio of the modified structure response with 
added device to the uncontrolled structure response without device. As such, a value lower than 







RFdrift = median value 
of 
(R1, R2, …R20) 
Figure 3-10 Statistical approach used to evaluate drift reduction factors; Blue: drift time history for the 
baseline structure, Red: drift time history for the controlled structure 
 
Response spectra are created for a set of parametrised hybrid device configurations. Two 
values, ε = 5% and ε = 10%, are used to study the effect of HF2V capacity based on previous 
research (Rodgers et al., 2008b). Two different ring-spring scenarios, RS20 and RS40, 
characterised by loading stiffness values KL / Ks = 20% and KL / Ks = 40%, are considered in 
the analyses, where Ks is the pre-yield structural stiffness. For both ring-springs, the unloading 
stiffness is considered to be 35% of the loading stiffness (KU / KL = 35%) based on the standard 






The values of 5% and 10% storey weight for the HF2V device force capacity are defined from 
prior analyses done on steel beam-column connections (Rodgers et al., 2007b). They are 
achievable device forces offering significant reductions and provide values below the 
equivalent plastic moment capacity of the beam, depending on how it is specifically connected 
to the structure (Bacht et al., 2011). The ring-springs are similarly scaled as a percentage of 
system stiffness to parametrise them to the structural design parameters. The values of 20% 
and 40% loading stiffness, and respective return stiffness ratios of 7% and 14%, are regarded 
in design as levels that enable re-centring of structures (Khoo et al., 2012b). Thus, these values 
were chosen based on the re-centring stiffness they would offer as it was the primary reason 
for their use. However, a very wide range of possibilities is available, but these parameterised 
choices display the potential range of responses achievable with typically available device 
capacities over the range of structural periods considered to assess optimal or best 
combinations.  
 
Each of the four component values ε5, ε10, RS20, and RS40, are utilised in the structural model 
separately and in combination to generate 4 single and 4 hybrid device configurations (ε5, ε10, 
RS20, RS40, ε5+RS20, ε5+RS40, ε10+RS20 ε10+RS40,) with 3 spectral analysis plots (RFdisp, 
RFshear, RFres) for each configuration. The overall results should characterise the design 





 Analysis Results  
 
3.3.1. Peak drift spectra  
 
The reduction factors (RFs) for drift response of the structure with and without supplemental 
hybrid dampers are shown in Figure 3-11. The HF2V device significantly decreases peak drift 
results (Figure 3-11a) with an average 30% reduction for ε5 and 45% reduction for ε10. In 
contrast, only a 10-15% average reduction is seen for RS20 and RS40 (Figure 3-11b) due to their 
lower damping capacity compared to the HF2V devices.  
 
The RFs for the combination of 5% HF2V and ring-springs (RS20, RS40) are shown in Figure 
3-11c. An average value of 0.6 is obtained for the total period range with the difference between 
RS20 and RS40 being reasonably insignificant particularly for periods greater than 2 s. Reduction 
factors for ε10 and two ring-springs illustrated in Figure 3-11d show an increased average but 
a similar trend to those of ε5 (RFdrift = 0.5). It is worth noting that the dip around T=3s is due 
the flattening of the response with supplemental devices during transition from the constant 
velocity region to the constant displacement region (Rodgers et al., (2008b)).  
 
The relatively small difference between the results of the hybrid device with different ring-
spring sizes suggests the use of larger ring-springs would not be fully justified based on 
displacement reductions alone. Overall, HF2V devices provide the primary reductions in peak 
drifts, where the results are in accordance with the linear spectral analyses of Rodgers et al., 






Figure 3-11 Displacement RF results for: a) HF2V only; and b) Ring-spring only; c) 5% HF2V with both 
ring-springs; and d) 10% HF2V with both ring-springs. Solid horizontal lines show average values for the 
results across all periods 
 
3.3.2. Residual drifts spectra  
 
Residual drift RFs are shown in Figure 3-12. Reduced residual drifts with only HF2V (Figure 
3-12a) are mainly due to the overall decreased displacements throughout the time history. 
However, the reductions using only ring-springs (Figure 3-12b) are associated with re-centring 
stiffness and the reduced displacements due to the damping from the ring-springs. Residual 
drift spectra for the hybrid devices, show markedly greater average reductions than the 
individual components (RF~0.20), combining the desirable impacts of HF2V and ring-springs 
(Figure 3-12c, d). If the residual displacement is important, then a larger ring-spring is more 







Figure 3-12 Residual drift RF results for: a) HFV2 only; and b) Ring-spring only; c) 5% HF2V with both 
ring-springs; and d) 10% HF2V with both ring-springs. 
 
3.3.3. Peak base shear spectra  
 
An increase in base shear is typically the cost of adding supplemental devices. Base shear RFs 
are shown in Figure 3-13. The base shear force sustained by the foundation of the structure is 
the sum of restoring column force and the device forces. This force balance for structures with 
HF2V where T > 1.5 s and structures with RS where T > 0.8 s, results in an increased base 
shear. Such an increase suggests the forces added to reduce displacements outweigh the 
reduced structural forces due to those displacement reductions. In addition, the added base 






Figure 3-13 shows base shear is reduced for structures with periods less than ~ 1 sec. However, 
for longer period structures, significantly increased base shear is observed similar to the trends 
seen in the individual devices. Comparing the response spectra of the single and hybrid 
dissipaters indicates that the base shear is largely dominated by the contribution of the HF2V 




Figure 3-13 Base shear RF results for: a) HFV2 only; b) Ring-spring only; c) 5% HF2V with both ring-
springs; and d) 10% HF2V with both ring-springs. Green vertical dashed lines show the period for RFshear=1 
 
To determine the contribution of individual components to the maximum base shear, the 
percentage share of each component, nonlinear structural restoring force [FS], HF2V force 
[FHF2V], and ring-spring force [FRS], to the overall base shear is shown in Figure 3-14. The 




contribution of each component at the instance of maximum base shear during a particular 
ground motion input is recorded. The data obtained from all 20 earthquakes are then plotted 
using median values.  
 
 
A relatively linear, period-dependent, increasing trend is witnessed for the HF2V force shown 
in Figure 3-14a mainly due to its velocity-dependent behaviour. The base shear contribution 
of the ring-spring in the hybrid device shows relatively low sensitivity to the natural period of 
the structure with ~15% for RS20 and ~20% for RS40. This trend is associated with the analysis 
parameters where the ring-spring loading stiffness, which determines its maximum force, is 
 
 
Figure 3-14 Base shear components: a) HFV2 only; b) Ring-spring only; c) 5% HF2V with both ring-springs; 












equal to a set ratio of the initial structural stiffness. In addition, the relative contribution of 
structural restoring force decreases mainly due to the relatively small post-yield stiffness ratio 
(5%) which limits the peak structural force.  
 
 Discussion  
 
Drift response reductions are mainly dominated by the impact of the HF2V devices, indicating 
the use of larger device (ε10) without a ring-spring is favourable based on drift alone. However, 
with regards to residual drifts, both components show robust performance. Results suggest a 
more optimal reduction in residual drift is achieved by using a hybrid device, reducing the need 
for any post-earthquake remediation on a structure employing these devices.  
 
However, these reductions come at a cost. Base shear response is dominated by the contribution 
of HF2V force and ring-springs impose the smaller forces to the foundation. Considering base 
shear alone, the smaller ring-spring only (RS20) is the best option to add to the structure. 
Considering all three response parameters evaluated, using a hybrid device that consists of 5% 
HF2V device (ε5) and 40% ring-spring (RS40) seems to generate a more optimal response 
spectra for performance versus increased base shear. The overall results allow any series of 
choices to be assessed parametrically as the stiffness ratios and ε values span a reasonably 
achievable range for these devices (Rodgers et al., 2007a; Rodgers et al., 2008b; Khoo et al., 




 Summary and conclusions  
 
Comprehensive simulation of the structural response of a nonlinear hysteretic structure across 
a range of earthquakes has shown that significant reductions in peak displacement response can 
be achieved using realistic configurations of hybrid HF2V+RS damping devices. Based on the 
investigations described, the following conclusions can be drawn:  
 
• Both the HF2V devices and ring-springs can modify the response metrics of the nonlinear 
system in terms of peak and residual displacements as a result of their damping capacity.  
• Peak displacement reduction factors are mainly controlled by the impact of HF2V 
devices, particularly for longer periods.  
• Separately, either HF2V devices or ring-springs reduce residual displacements. 
However, combining them in a hybrid device provides even greater reductions of residual 
displacements giving the structure high self-centring ability.  
• Using supplemental damping devices can result in reduced base shear force only for low 
period structures. For longer periods, noticeably magnified base shear forces are 
witnessed in the structure.  
• The increase in base shear is dominated by the contribution of the HF2V devices. Thus, 
from the base shear perspective, smaller HF2V devices are preferred for a hybrid device.  
• Using ring-springs only results in considerably lower residual displacements, with 
minimal increase in base shear. Thus, from a residual displacement perspective, using 
only a ring-spring is preferred over a hybrid device.  
 
The results in this chapter clearly show the efficacy of the proposed hybrid HF2V+RS device 
in form of reduced drifts. However, the dissipative force of the HF2V device acts on all 4 




shear. A customised quadrant-specific dissipation mechanism would be a solution to this 






Chapter 4. Spectral Analysis – Viscous + RS  
 
 Introduction  
 
The analysis of the overall efficacy of hybrid supplemental HF2V+RS devices within structures 
subjected to earthquake ground motions, presented in Chapter 3, showed promising results in 
terms of reduced structural deformations. However, increased base shear levels due to the 
addition of device forces remain a challenge and a potential downside to full application of 
such hybrid devices in the field. A hybrid mechanism capable of providing significant 
dissipation, while preventing excessive amounts of base shear, would have significant practical 
applications.  
 
This chapter investigates the potential impact of a second type of hybrid re-centring energy 
dissipation devices on structural seismic response. These devices consist of a novel viscous 
damper (VD) for quadrant-based dissipation and a ring-spring (RS) for re-centring and 
moderate energy dissipation. Detailed modelling strategies for the individual components of 
the hybrid device have already been discussed in Chapter 2.   
 
The investigation is performed similar to Chapter 3, using response spectra for a seismically 
excited, nonlinear elastic, equivalent SDOF system. Seismic response simulations are 
performed using the medium suite of probabilistically scaled earthquake acceleration records 
from the SAC project (Somerville, 1997). Three metrics including peak drift, residual drift, and 
peak base shear are analysed, each representing a type of structural demand and the impact of 
added dissipation. The results are presented in form of reduction factors (improvement ratios), 
defined as the multiplier that converts the response of the uncontrolled structure to the response 




 Methods  
 
To investigate the impact of hybrid devices over a design space of non-dimensional device 
capacities, VD  and LK k , a nonlinear spectral analysis is conducted. There is not a single, 
universally accepted suite of earthquakes that is perfect for design processes. However, the 
medium suite of earthquakes from the SAC project (Somerville et al., 1997) is one of the most 
commonly used ground motion suites in spectral analyses (Rodgers et al., 2008b; Bacht et al., 
2011; Hazaveh et al., 2016c; Golzar et al., 2017). This suite includes 20 acceleration time 
histories with a probability of exceedance of 10% in 50 years. The results can then be used to 
assess reductions (or increases) in peak drift response, base shear demand, and residual drift. 
These response parameters can be related to device design parameters VD  and LK k  over a 
full range of structural periods to assess the optimal combination of force contributions for 
improved structural response over a range of diverse ground motion spectra.   
 
The model used here is the same model used in Chapter 3 and it is presumed to have a seismic 
mass, me = 10











where T is the natural period of the uncontrolled structure. A nominal height, H = 10 m, is used 
to calculate the lateral drift of the structure. A yield drift value of δyield = 2% together with 
parameters α = 5% and β = 10 in Eq. (3-2) are used to model the nonlinear structural stiffness. 
While a specific physical structure may have a different value, a 5% post-yield stiffness value 




(Bruneau et al., 2011). To account for elastic dissipation losses in the structure, inherent 
structural damping equal to 5% of critical damping is included:  
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The nonlinear time history response of the structure is evaluated for selected hybrid device 
configurations. Peak response parameters including drift and base shear are recorded together 
with the residual drift at the end of each record. The data extracted from the time history 
response for all 20 earthquake records is used to evaluate the statistically representative metrics 
for each structural period. Median values are used over a suite to summarise the central 
tendency, as is commonly used for design purposes.  
 
To better demonstrate how the supplemental damping alters the behaviour of a structure, the 
results of peak drift and peak base shear are shown in the form of multiplicative reduction 
factors (RFs). A reduction factor for a particular response metric is defined as a ratio of the 
response of the device-enable structure to the response of unmodified structure. As such, a 
value lower than 1.0 indicates a reduction in response. Absolute values are used to show the 
results of residual drift as response values close to zero in some cases lead to misleadingly large 
reduction factors. Results are presented for periods of T = [0.2- 5.0] s with increments of 
ΔT = 0.1 s to provide the response spectra.  
 
The response spectra are created for a set of parametrised hybrid device configurations. Six 
viscous D3 device capacities corresponding to damping ratios of (ζVD = 10, 15, 20, 25, 
30, 35%) and denoted by (VD10, VD15, VD20, VD25, VD30, VD35) are used to study the effect of 
viscous device capacity. These values represent the low and high ends of possible applications 




capacity is modelled using the quadrant dependent damping configurations, 1-4, 1-3, and 2-4 
introduced in Chapter 3. This parametric analysis approach matches the approach in similar 
device research (Rodgers et al., 2008b; Hazaveh et al., 2016c). Thus, they span a range that is 
structurally relevant and enables selecting an optimum combination of ring-spring and viscous 
dissipation from a wide range of options and results. Two different ring-spring scenarios, RS20 
and RS40, characterised by loading stiffness values of LK k  = 20% and LK k  = 40%, are 
considered in the analyses. For both ring-springs, the unloading stiffness is considered to be 
35% of the loading stiffness (KU/KL = 35%), so RS20 and RS40 have the return stiffness ratios 
of 7% and 14%, respectively.  
 
Each of the components of VD10-35, RS20, and RS40 are utilised in the structural model 
individually and in combination to generate 36 hybrid and 20 single device configurations 
(including quadrant dependent variations) with 3 spectral analysis results (RFdrift, Sresidual, 
RFshear) for each configuration. The results are presented using tables and spectral plots. A best 
device based on the enhanced performance metrics (peak/residual drifts) and added cost metric 
(base shear) is selected and analysed further to show efficacy of the hybrid device across the 
whole structural period range. The overall results characterise the design space of hybrid 
devices and show the relative impact of the contributions to response in terms of viscous and 
spring capacity. Such spectra can thus guide device selection as a hybrid system or individual 








Table 4-1 to Table 4-3 show reduction factors of peak drift (RFdrift) and peak base shear 
(RFshear) absolute residual drift (Sresidual) for the 8 single device and 12 possible hybrid device 
configurations. The natural period range is divided into three sub-ranges: 1) the constant 
acceleration range (0.2s < T < 0.5s); 2) the constant velocity range (0.5s < T < 3.0s); and 3) 
the constant displacement range (3.0s < T < 5.0s). This segregation facilitates comparison with 
results from linear spectral analysis (Jia, 2016). The median value of the results in each 
subrange is presented and colour coded for easy assessment.  
 
Table 4-1 shows all hybrid and individual devices offer significant drift reductions due to their 
damping capacity with the viscous damping offering better reductions owing to its dominant 
dissipative nature. For the viscous device alone or a hybrid device, 1-4 configuration damping 
offers greater reductions than 1-3 and 2-4 devices with equal capacity due to its damping in all 
four quadrants of the force-displacement plane (RF1-4 > RF1-3 >RF2-4). The 1-3 configuration 
does slightly better than 2-4 as it limits peak velocities in resisting motion away from 
equilibrium. Finally, as expected, higher viscous damping capacity leads to greater drift 
reductions as observed by comparing the values within each column.   
 
The reduced residual drifts shown in Table 4-2 are the simultaneous result of overall drift 
reductions due to the damping of the supplemental devices and the increased re-centring due 
to the self-centring provided by the ring-spring. Residual drift values show the dissipative 
devices offer high re-centring for (0.2s < T < 3.0s). However, the residual drifts for 




whether alone or as part of a hybrid device. The (1-4) and (1-3) configurations offer reduced 
residual drifts as they resist motion away from centre, whereas the (2-4) device is less effective 
in limiting peal residual displacements as the resistive force opposes the re-centring direction. 
Similar to the peak drift results, an increase in the capacity of the viscous device or the ring-
spring leads to an increased reduction in the residual drift as expected and seen in each of the 
3 columns in Table 4-2.  
 
Table 4-3 shows the adverse impact of supplemental hybrid dissipation on the structure in form 
of increased base shear values for the period range (0.5s < T < 5.0s). As device capacities 
increase, larger device forces increase the overall reaction loads and thus base shear increases. 
Thus, from a base shear perspective, smaller devices would be preferable.  
 
The results in Table 4-1 to Table 4-3 offer “performance” and “cost” metrics for several hybrid 
device configurations, as well as for each device configuration separately. Based on these 
results, a best overall hybrid combination configuration (VD20 (2-4) + RS20) is presented in 
further detail. This hybrid device provides one of the best trade-offs between the performance 
parameters (reduced drift and residual drift) and cost (increased base shear) across all period 
ranges and D3 device control laws (1-4, 1-3, 2-4). The peak and residual drift values across the 
whole period range are significantly lower than those of the baseline (unmodified) structure. It 





Table 4-1 Drift RFs for the hybrid and single dissipaters at the median level. Bolded boxes cases represent 
the optimal configurations and are further analysed in detail using spectral diagrams. The colour scheme is 
defined below the table.  
Control law (1-4 )  (1-3 )  (2-4 ) 
Period span [0.2-0.5] (0.5-3.0] (3.0-5.0]  [0.2-0.5] (0.5-3.0] (3.0-5.0]  [0.2-0.5] (0.5-3.0] (3.0-5.0] 











10 --- 0.66 0.77 0.85  0.72 0.84 0.89  0.82 0.92 0.96 
15 --- 0.59 0.68 0.79  0.65 0.78 0.86  0.78 0.87 0.95 
20 --- 0.54 0.64 0.74  0.60 0.74 0.83  0.74 0.84 0.92 
25 --- 0.51 0.58 0.69  0.54 0.70 0.79  0.73 0.82 0.89 
30 --- 0.48 0.54 0.65  0.50 0.65 0.77  0.72 0.81 0.86 
35 --- 0.45 0.51 0.61  0.47 0.61 0.75  0.71 0.82 0.85 
 
Ring-Spring 
20 0.76 0.93 0.96  0.76 0.93 0.96  0.76 0.93 0.96 












10 20 0.59 0.70 0.86  0.59 0.76 0.90  0.68 0.80 0.93 
15 20 0.50 0.65 0.78  0.55 0.72 0.85  0.64 0.79 0.90 
20 20 0.45 0.59 0.74  0.51 0.66 0.84  0.62 0.76 0.88 
25 20 0.43 0.55 0.70  0.48 0.64 0.79  0.60 0.74 0.86 
30 20 0.42 0.51 0.67  0.44 0.61 0.77  0.59 0.72 0.83 
35 20 0.40 0.48 0.62  0.41 0.57 0.76  0.59 0.71 0.80 
10 40 0.50 0.66 0.87  0.51 0.72 0.89  0.57 0.75 0.92 
15 40 0.46 0.60 0.82  0.47 0.66 0.87  0.56 0.72 0.90 
20 40 0.43 0.55 0.77  0.45 0.62 0.85  0.56 0.69 0.86 
25 40 0.38 0.53 0.70  0.42 0.59 0.79  0.52 0.69 0.83 
30 40 0.37 0.50 0.65  0.39 0.57 0.77  0.50 0.66 0.82 
35 40 0.35 0.47 0.62  0.37 0.54 0.76  0.50 0.65 0.80 
 
Colour scheme  
RF < 0.7 0.7 ≤ RF < 0.9 0.9 ≤ RF ≤ 1.1 1.1 < RF ≤ 1.3 1.3 < RF 
Large reduction Small reduction Minimal change Small increase Large increase 





Table 4-2 Residual drift results for the hybrid and single dissipaters at the median level. Boxed cases 
represent the optimal configurations and are further analysed in detail using spectral diagrams. The colour 
scheme is defined below the table. 
Control law (1-4 )  (1-3 )  (2-4 ) 
Period span [0.2-0.5] (0.5-3.0] (3.0-5.0]  [0.2-0.5] (0.5-3.0] (3.0-5.0]  [0.2-0.5] (0.5-3.0] (3.0-5.0] 











10 --- 0.00 0.16 1.01  0.00 0.27 0.93  0.00 0.29 1.46 
15 --- 0.00 0.06 0.79  0.00 0.18 0.71  0.00 0.18 1.47 
20 --- 0.00 0.00 0.67  0.00 0.12 0.61  0.00 0.30 1.56 
25 --- 0.00 0.00 0.59  0.00 0.04 0.57  0.00 0.27 1.51 
30 --- 0.00 0.00 0.49  0.00 0.00 0.51  0.00 0.22 1.53 
35 --- 0.00 0.00 0.36  0.00 0.00 0.42  0.00 0.21 1.39 
 
Baseline 0.00 0.64 1.56  0.00 0.64 1.56  0.00 0.64 1.56 
 
Ring-Spring 
20 0.00 0.20 0.76  0.00 0.20 0.76  0.00 0.20 0.76 












10 20 0.00 0.27 0.77  0.00 0.25 0.68  0.00 0.36 1.08 
15 20 0.00 0.00 0.59  0.00 0.07 0.56  0.00 0.14 1.07 
20 20 0.00 0.00 0.51  0.00 0.17 0.47  0.00 0.11 1.01 
25 20 0.00 0.00 0.49  0.00 0.00 0.37  0.00 0.06 0.87 
30 20 0.00 0.00 0.40  0.00 0.00 0.30  0.00 0.06 0.85 
35 20 0.00 0.00 0.30  0.00 0.00 0.28  0.00 0.10 0.93 
     
10 40 0.00 0.18 0.57  0.00 0.17 0.41  0.00 0.25 0.76 
15 40 0.00 0.14 0.51  0.00 0.15 0.35  0.00 0.25 0.79 
20 40 0.00 0.10 0.47  0.00 0.13 0.32  0.00 0.24 0.81 
25 40 0.00 0.00 0.37  0.00 0.00 0.26  0.00 0.03 0.73 
30 40 0.00 0.00 0.33  0.00 0.00 0.24  0.00 0.02 0.76 
35 40 0.00 0.00 0.28  0.00 0.00 0.22  0.00 0.00 0.21 
 
Colour scheme  
Res < 0.1 0.1 < Res < 0.3 0.3 < Res < 0.5 0.5 < Res < 1.0 1.0 < Res 
Negligible residual drift Small residual drift Moderate residual drift considerable residual drift Large residual drift 





Table 4-3 Base shear RFs for the hybrid and single dissipaters at the median level. Boxed cases represent the 
optimal configurations and are further analysed in detail using spectral diagrams. The colour scheme is 
defined below the table. 
Control law (1-4 )  (1-3 )  (2-4 ) 
Period span [0.2-0.5] (0.5-3.0] (3.0-5.0]  [0.2-0.5] (0.5-3.0] (3.0-5.0]  [0.2-0.5] (0.5-3.0] (3.0-5.0] 











10 --- 0.67 1.04 1.32  0.73 1.11 1.38  0.82 1.00 1.00 
15 --- 0.60 0.98 1.45  0.68 1.11 1.55  0.78 0.99 1.08 
20 --- 0.56 0.99 1.54  0.64 1.12 1.74  0.74 0.98 1.18 
25 --- 0.54 1.00 1.68  0.59 1.14 1.94  0.73 0.98 1.25 
30 --- 0.52 0.97 1.82  0.57 1.13 2.11  0.71 0.97 1.36 
35 --- 0.51 0.96 1.89  0.55 1.11 2.30  0.71 0.99 1.42 
 
Ring-Spring 
20 0.91 1.29 1.33  0.91 1.29 1.33  0.91 1.29 1.33 












10 20 0.71 1.16 1.57  0.72 1.22 1.64  0.82 1.20 1.30 
15 20 0.61 1.12 1.66  0.69 1.25 1.76  0.76 1.22 1.29 
20 20 0.56 1.11 1.78  0.64 1.22 1.89  0.74 1.19 1.30 
25 20 0.55 1.07 1.85  0.61 1.26 2.12  0.72 1.17 1.35 
30 20 0.53 1.04 1.98  0.58 1.22 2.26  0.71 1.15 1.40 
35 20 0.52 1.03 2.04  0.56 1.20 2.42  0.70 1.15 1.47 
     
10 40 0.70 1.30 1.86  0.71 1.36 1.92  0.80 1.37 1.63 
15 40 0.66 1.23 1.97  0.68 1.33 2.06  0.78 1.32 1.61 
20 40 0.62 1.17 1.99  0.65 1.30 2.13  0.79 1.32 1.59 
25 40 0.56 1.14 2.07  0.63 1.34 2.31  0.72 1.29 1.59 
30 40 0.55 1.11 2.14  0.59 1.32 2.43  0.71 1.25 1.58 
35 40 0.53 1.09 2.21  0.57 1.33 2.58  0.69 1.24 1.61 
 
Colour scheme  
RF < 0.7 0.7 ≤ RF < 0.9 0.9 ≤ RF ≤ 1.1 1.1 < RF ≤ 1.3 1.3 < RF 
Large reduction Small reduction Minimal change Small increase Large increase 




4.3.2. Peak drift spectra  
 
Figure 4-1 shows the response spectra of the hybrid device (VD20 + RS20) throughout the period 
range (0.2s < T < 5.0s). The results are compared to the individual spectra for the individual 
dissipative components, as well as the other hybrid devices with different viscous control laws. 
To compare the results of linear and nonlinear structures, the reduction factors of drift and base 
shear for hybrid devices on linear structures are shown in Figure 4-2. Note that the residual 
drifts (not shown in these plots) in this case are negligible due to the high re-centring of the 
structure in the absence of any nonlinear (inelastic) structural behaviour.  
 
The drift reduction factor results show a decrease in structural response over all structural 
periods as a result of increased system damping by the supplemental devices. The hybrid device 
has better performance than its individual components at every period, where the hybrid device 









Figure 4-1 Spectral plots for the response parameters of hybrid device RS + VD24 
Comparison with its individual components (right) and comparison with other viscous control laws (left) 





Figure 4-2 Spectral plots for the median response parameters of hybrid devices (RS + VD24 & RS + VD24) on 
linear structures; Drift reduction factors (left) and Base shear reduction factors (right)  
 
Testing the structure analytically by assigning different mass values to structures with equal 
periods results in the same exact output hysteresis loops. This result suggests the spectra 
generated using this analysis can be used to predict the response of elasto-plastic structures to 
any ground motion excitation based on their initial period. However, the assumptions made on 
the yield drift and post-yield behaviour of the structure could be considered a limitation in the 
generalisability of this nonlinear analysis.  
 
4.3.3. Residual drift spectra  
 
All combinations of the ring-spring with viscous device provide considerable reductions in 
residual drifts over all periods. The insignificant residual drift for the constant acceleration 
region (0.2s < T < 0.5s) is due to the dominant linear elastic behaviour of the structure in this 
period range. The hybrid device has markedly lower permanent drift compared to the single 
D3 viscous device, but is outperformed by the single ring-spring for some parts of the period 
range (3.0s < T < 4.2s). The reductions achieved by the ring-spring are associated with both 
its re-centring stiffness and its reduced drifts due to damping from the rings. 




Comparison between hybrid devices with different viscous control laws show the RS+VD13 
configuration results in the lowest residual drift spectrum. This outcome occurs because the 
viscous forces imposed by (1-3) control law and the forces imposed by the ring-spring and 
structural stiffness are in the same quadrants of the force-displacement plane as shown in 
Figure 4-3, and thus, maximally resist motion away from equilibrium, minimising drift and 
increasing re-centring.  
 
 
Figure 4-3 Force drift graph of individual components of the hybrid device with (1-3) D3 viscous device for 
one ground motion and T = 2 s. Red dots show the final status of each component 
 
4.3.4. Peak base shear spectra  
 
As shown in Figure 4-1, a reduction in base shear is observed for structures with periods 
T < 1.5 s. However, for longer period structures, significantly increased base shear is observed 
due to the resistive and restoring forces imposed by the supplemental devices. Such an increase 
suggests the forces added to reduce drifts outweigh the reduced structural forces due to those 
drift reductions. More explicitly, structures under 1.0-1.5s period are stiffer than longer period 
structures. Therefore, they offer greater inherent return stiffness than higher period cases, seen 
in lower to zero residual drifts. Thus, they behave more (if not entirely) linearly in structural 
response with the nonlinear hybrid device added. Hence, we might expect this linear trade-off 




added base shear from device forces. These results are also in agreement with the findings of 
previous research on linear structures (Hazaveh et al., 2016c). 
 
The RFshear spectrum for the hybrid device is considerably lower for the RS+VD24 device in the 
2.5s < T < 5s region mainly due to the fact that ring-spring and viscous device forces act in 
opposite quadrants of the force-displacement envelope, similar to prior results for (2-4) devices 
(Hazaveh et al., 2016c). Thus, at the moment where peak base shear occurs, there is minimal 
added restoring forces from the D3 viscous device. However, as seen in Figure 4-4, the (2-4) 
hybrid device has the largest residual drifts as it does not resist motion away from equilibrium 
as well.  
 
 
Figure 4-4 Force drift graph for hybrid device with (2-4) D3 component for one ground motion and T = 2s. 
Red dot shows the final status of each component 
 
 Discussion  
 
Comparing the response spectra of the hybrid device with different viscous control laws brings 
the conclusion a hybrid device with ring-spring and a standard viscous damper (RS+VD14) 
gives the best results for all three response metrics in the period range 0.2s < T < 2.0s. For the 




preferences. Table 4-4 shows a summary of the recommended hybrid device configuration 
based on the relative importance of the design metrics for a given specification.  
 
Table 4-4 Preferred hybrid device configurations for different period ranges for each metric 
 0.2s < T < 2.0s 2.0s < T < 4.3s 4.3s < T < 5.0s 
Peak Drift RS+VD14 RS+VD14 RS+VD14 
Residual Drift RS+VD14 RS+VD13 RS+VD14 
Peak Base Shear RS+VD14 RS+VD24 RS+VD24 
 
These are absolute best cases based on the specific performance metric in a given period range. 
However, many choices are not absolute. For example if peak drift RF < 0.85 is acceptable 
then all three devices are equivalent in this regard across all period ranges. Equally, if residual 
drift is critical, then the (1-3) device offers the best compromise across all period ranges. 
Finally, for base shear, the (1-4) hybrid device is best for lower periods, as shown in Figure 
4-1, but the (2-4) hybrid system is best above that value. Hence, Figure 4-1 and the summary 
results across many combinations in Table 4-1 through Table 4-3 offer the basis to guide 
choices for specific cases.  
 
It should be noted the results presented within this chapter were obtained using a single set of 
numerical inputs defined in the Analyses section to conduct the spectral analysis using a single-
degree-of-freedom structural model. Therefore, the quantitative accuracy of the predicted 
response metrics should not be generalised to other combinations of nonlinear structures and 
dissipaters without further analysis. However, relatively similar qualitative trends are expected 





 Summary and conclusions  
 
Comprehensive simulation of the structural response of a nonlinear hysteretic structure across 
a range of earthquakes shows significant reductions in residual drift response can be achieved 
using realistic configurations of hybrid damping devices. The hybrid device consists of a D3 
viscous damper and a friction ring-spring. The combination of velocity-dependent and velocity 
independent characteristics of the two components provides reduced structural response 
metrics and a potential insensitivity to the specific ground motion encountered. Based on the 
investigations described, the following conclusions can be drawn:  
 
 For elasto-plastically nonlinear structures subjected to the design level medium suite of 
SAC ground motions, both the viscous device and ring-spring can modify the response 
metrics of the nonlinear system in the median level in terms of peak and residual drifts 
as a result of their damping capacity.  
 Separately, either viscous devices or ring-springs reduce the residual drifts. However, 
combining them in a hybrid device results in even greater reductions of residual drifts 
giving the structure higher self-centring ability.  
 Using supplemental damping devices can result in reduced base shear forces only for 
low period structures (0.2s < T < 1.5s). For longer periods, noticeably magnified base 
shear forces are observed in the results.  
 From a base shear point of view, using a (VD24 + RS) hybrid damper is preferred over 
other hybrid configurations as it gives lower base shear, yet it generates reasonable 





The SDOF design spectrum analysis is limited by the number of degrees of freedom. However, 
the analysis approach using RFs is generalisable. For multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) 
systems representing multi-storey structures, the reduction factors would be calculated in a 
similar fashion but there would be more of them depending on the number of storeys. For 
displacement at every storey of an 8-storey frame, there would be 8 RFs. However, if the 
structure was first mode dominant in response, as is typical, then the top storey deflection and 
single RF, similar to this analysis would suffice. In this case, any complex MDOF case is often 
quite specific to a single structure, where the approach here is generalisable to initial design of 
many possible structures. The analysis of how these devices influence the response of larger 
MDOF structures in the presence of higher mode effects is an important aspect of future work. 
 
The custom quadrant-dependent dissipation of the D3 viscous device offers a measure of 
flexibility in the structural application of such devices that the hybrid HF2V+RS devices 
lacked. While providing different force-displacement envelopes, each variation of the D3 
device works by the same dissipation principle. The results presented in this chapter, establish 
the potential for these hybrid devices and thus justify experimental verification to prove that 





Chapter 5. Experimental Hybrid Device (RS + VD) Design 
 
 Introduction  
 
The nonlinear spectral analysis in Chapter 4 showed the possible impact of ring-spring dampers 
and viscous devices, both individually and as a hybrid RS+VD device, on seismic structural 
response. A trade-off analysis between reduced spectral displacement and residual drifts, and 
base shear provided a means to identify the best combinations of device design parameters for 
the hybrid device components. The analysis in Chapter 4 thus justifies the design and 
experimental validation of such hybrid devices.  
 
This chapter develops the design of a hybrid dissipation device using two different dissipation 
elements. Specifically, a viscous device, a ring-spring, and the combined hybrid device is 
investigated. The hybrid device consists of a parallel combination of the ring-spring and 
viscous device. The design is targeted for realistic validation using a series of experimental 
tests.  
 
 Test machine  
 
A Material Testing Systems MTS-810 machine (MTS Systems Co, Minnesota, US) is used for 
the experimental testing. The machine has lower and upper jaws with hydraulic wedge grips, 
which are initially adjusted to hold the test device at its unloaded length. The test device needs 
to have clamps at both ends to be gripped by the MTS jaws. The top jaw grips the top device 
clamp and remains fixed, and the lower jaw transfers input displacement to the bottom device 
clamp creating the relative displacement between the two ends of the device, as shown in 




hydraulic ram input displacement and reaction force. This MTS machine has a nominal force 
capacity of 100 kN and saturation input velocity of ~330 mm/s with an overall maximum 
sample length of 80 cm.  
 
 
Figure 5-1 Material Testing Systems MTS-810 machine  
 
 Viscous device design  
 
A viscous device with the 1-4 force-displacement behaviour defined in Chapter 2 (standard 
viscous damper) is selected for experimental design in this chapter for reasons of simplicity 
and shorter length. A 1-3 or 2-4 device requires a double piston configuration (Hazaveh et al., 
2017a) which results in a larger overall device. The damper has a typical configuration 
consisting of a fluid filled steel housing and a shaft-piston coupling along its axis, as shown in 
Figure 5-2. The piston is fixed on the shaft and effectively divides the fluid cavity into two 
chambers. Shaft motion forces the fluid inside the housing to flow from one side of the piston 






shaft motion. The size and configuration of the orifices on the piston, as well as the piston area, 
determine the level of damping provided (Hazaveh et al., 2017b).  
 
 
Figure 5-2 CAD model of the prototype viscous device 
 
Constitutive elements of the viscous device are shown individually in the exploded CAD view 
in Figure 5-3. The elements in the left column include parts fastened to the bottom endcap, 
which in turn is held by the bottom jaw of the MTS machine. In contrast, the elements in the 
right column are connected to the top endcap and move with the top jaw of the MTS machine 














Figure 5-3 Exploded view of the SolidWorks model of the viscous device   
 
The piston in Figure 5-3 has a diameter of 101.6 mm (4 in) and thickness of 20 mm with 
6×3.5 mm orifices unblocked at 45 mm pitch circle diameter. The shaft is 31.75 mm (1.25 in) 
in diameter and the maximum device stroke is ±50 mm. SAE 80W-90 Castrol Axle oil with 
viscosity of 140 cSt at 40C is used as the damping fluid for the viscous device. Endcaps are 
fastened using 14 M8 hexagonal cap screws and sealed using rubber seal rings (O-ring and 
Top clamp 







(bottom half)  
Top endcap  
Bottom endcap 
with liquid 
filling holes  
Cylinder  
Threaded plugs 
for fluid filling 






backup) between the endcap and cylinder.  The shaft to endcap interface uses a hydraulic seal 




The ring-spring is shown in Figure 5-4. It consists of a ring stack mounted on a shaft that also 
acts as an inner guide. The ring stack is enclosed inside a housing which plays the role of an 
outer guide. The guides ensure axial motion of the rings by preventing bulging. Ringfeder 
(RINGFEDER, Gmbh Germany) rings, with 19 inner rings and 20 outer rings of type 1205 
were selected to form the ring stack (RINGFEDER, Gmbh Germany). Figure 5-4 also shows 
the basic dimensions of the rings, as well as the mating of outer and inner rings. The guides 
ensure axial deformation of ring column by preventing non-axial misalignment. This ring-
spring damper has an overall length of 59 cm when unloaded.  
 
In an unloaded condition, the stack is kept in place on the inner guide (shaft) using one washer 
at each end. As the shaft moves to one side due to an external displacement, it pushes one 
washer in the same direction, while the other end washer is kept in place by a peripheral 
confinement on the housing. The overall motion thus compresses the ring stack. The washers 
can only move towards the rings to compress them and are otherwise blocked by threaded 
couplers screwed onto the shaft. This configuration ensures a double acting ring-spring. Hence, 
regardless of the direction of shaft motion, the ring stack will undergo deformation in 
compression and thus the reaction force of the ring-spring will be symmetric with respect to its 








Figure 5-4 Cross-sectional view of the rings (a, b) and prototype ring-spring device (c) 
 
 








Figure 5-6 shows the individual elements of the ring-spring damper in an exploded CAD view. 
The elements in the left column include parts fastened to the bottom endcap, which in turn is 
held by the bottom jaw of the MTS machine. In contrast, the elements in the right column are 
connected to the top endcap and move with the top jaw. The same clamps are used for the ring-
spring and the viscous device.  
 
To account for the change in the radial dimension of the rings when the stack is axially loaded, 
the inner and outer guides are designed so a small clearance remains between them and the 
rings. This radial clearance is 0.7 mm between the rings and the outer housing, and 2.0 mm 
between the rings and shaft. Thus, while the guides are tight enough to prevent misalignment, 
they provide sufficient clearance to accommodate the deformed ring dimensions when they 
move axially.  
 
The ring stack within the ring-spring is usually pre-compressed, which ensures that the ring-
spring behaves like a rigid element for loads lower than a certain threshold. This load defines 
its pre-load and is quantified as the ratio of peak design force. To add pre-load to the ring-
spring, the stack needs to be pre-compressed before mounting onto the hybrid device. This 
compression is applied prior to screwing threaded couplers on the shaft, by placing extra 
washers on the ring stack to reduce its nominal length. This process can be done to a specific 
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 Hybrid device design and experimental setup  
 
The hybrid device consists of a parallel combination of the ring-spring and viscous device in 
terms of input motion and reaction forces. The design of the individual devices was 
implemented to allow easy integration of the two components. The same clamps (top and 
bottom) were mounted on the individual devices, as well as the hybrid device during each test.  
 
To enable a parallel setup where each dissipative component undergoes the same input 
displacement, the housing cylinder of the ring-spring was internally threaded to be screwed on 
the endcap of the viscous device as shown in Figure 5-7. The shafts of the two components 
were connected using threaded couplers. Thus, as the shaft moves within the hybrid device, the 
ring-spring displacement will be equal to the piston displacement inside the viscous device. 
This is shown in Figure 5-8 using colour codes to show the parts of the hybrid device with 









Figure 5-8 Relative motion within the hybrid device; elements in green move together inputting equal 
displacement to the VD and RS 
 
  




 Summary  
 
A prototype hybrid dissipation device has been designed and manufactured in accordance with 
the desired performance and within the limitations of the available testing machinery. It 
consists of a fluid viscous device for dissipation and a friction ring-spring damper for re-
centring and dissipation. With the devices at hand, comprehensive experimental analyses are 





Chapter 6. Hybrid Dissipater Experimental Validation  
 
 Introduction  
 
Chapter 5 presented the design details of a prototype hybrid dissipation device consisting of a 
viscous device and a ring-spring damper. The viscous device provides rate-dependent damping, 
while the ring-spring damper offers simultaneous rate-independent dissipation and re-centring. 
The hybrid dissipative device elements can be tested individually, as well as in hybrid form to 
validate their force-displacement behaviour and delineate their contribution to the overall 
hybrid device forces. This validation study is a critical step towards wider use of the hybrid re-
centring dissipater. 
 
 Viscous Device  
 
6.2.1. Analyses   
 
A series of sinusoidal input displacements are used to obtain comprehensive force displacement 
plots, and to determine damping coefficients for the viscous device. Table 6-1 lists the input 
values to create a series of sinusoidal input motions. The full set of inputs is designed to 
calculate damping characteristics for a full range of expected velocity and amplitudes. Each 
test consisted of 3 complete cycles, and after every 5 tests, the device was allowed to cool so 
built-up heat in the damping fluid did not impact its viscosity and thus the damping 
characteristics. A number of tests were also done with higher input velocities to define the 






6.2.2. Results  
  
Figure 6-1a shows a one-to-one comparison of the input velocities and actual output (MTS 
jaw) velocities. Input velocities are evaluated from the commanded input displacements and 
frequencies, and actual output velocities are evaluated by numerical differentiation of the 
recorded output displacement time history data. The data acquisition system recorded force and 
displacement of the lower ram/jaw at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. The MTS machine is 
accurate but not capable of executing command velocities higher than ~330 mm/s for this level 
Table 6-1 Input parameters for the viscous device tests. The shaded data cells were also used for hybrid 
device tests  
Stroke (mm) Frequency (Hz) 
Peak 
velocity (mm/s) 
Stroke (mm) Frequency (Hz) 
Peak 
velocity (mm/s) 
S = 25 f = 0.25 V = 39.25 S = 40 f = 2.00 V = 502.66 
S = 30 f = 0.25 V = 47.10 S = 50 f = 2.00 V = 628.32 
S = 10 f = 0.80 V = 50.24 S = 10 f = 3.20 V = 200.96 
S = 20 f = 0.40 V = 50.24 S = 20 f = 1.60 V = 200.96 
S = 30 f = 0.27 V = 50.87 S = 30 f = 0.07 V = 201.59 
S = 40 f = 0.20 V = 50.24 S = 40 f = 0.80 V = 200.96 
S = 50 f = 0.16 V = 50.24 S = 50 f = 0.64 V = 200.96 
S = 25 f = 0.50 V = 78.50 S = 25 f = 1.50 V = 235.50 
S = 30 f = 0.50 V = 94.20 S = 30 f = 1.25 V = 235.50 
S = 10 f = 1.60 V = 100.48 S = 10 f = 4.00 V = 251.20 
S = 20 f = 0.80 V = 100.48 S = 20 f = 2.00 V = 251.20 
S = 30 f = 0.54 V = 101.74 S = 30 f = 1.33 V = 250.57 
S = 40 f = 0.40 V = 100.48 S = 40 f = 1.00 V = 251.20 
S = 50 f = 0.32 V = 100.48 S = 50 f = 0.80 V = 251.20 
S = 25 f = 0.75 V = 117.75 S = 25 f = 1.75 V = 274.75 
S = 30 f = 0.75 V = 141.30 S = 30 f = 1.50 V = 282.60 
S = 10 f = 2.40 V = 150.72 S = 10 f = 4.80 V = 314.16 
S = 20 f = 1.20 V = 150.72 S = 20 f = 2.40 V = 314.16 
S = 30 f = 0.80 V = 150.72 S = 30 f = 1.60 V = 314.16 
S = 40 f = 0.60 V = 150.72 S = 40 f = 1.20 V = 314.16 
S = 50 f = 0.48 V = 150.72 S = 50 f = 1.00 V = 314.16 
S = 25 f = 1.00 V = 157.00 S = 30 f = 1.75 V = 329.70 
S = 30 f = 1.00 V = 188.40 S = 50 f = 1.50 V = 471.24 




of device forces. This value defines its saturation velocity. However, this value is large enough 
to be representative of what would be seen in most structural applications.  
 
  
Figure 6-1 a) Saturation of output velocity in the MTS machine, b) linear regression of force-velocity 
correlation for the viscous device with 6 open orifices on the piston   
 
Figure 6-1b shows the peak damping forces of the viscous device for peak input velocities of  
V = [50 100 150 200 250 300] mm/s. There is a strong linear relation with zero y-intercept 
between device force and relative input velocity as expected (R2 = 0.9871). Linear regression 
gives the equivalent linear viscous damping coefficient for the viscous device with the current 
configuration of open orifices as 51300 Ns/m.  
 
Figure 6-2 shows force-displacement graphs for 2 input stroke levels (s = 25, 30 mm) over the 
input frequency range of f = [0.25 – 1.75] Hz. The stroke sizes are similar to those used for the 
ring-spring to enable easy comparison. The maximum force level increases linearly with input 
velocity. This outcome is in agreement with the fact that for non-turbulent flows, the viscous 
action between a Newtonian liquid, in this case the damping fluid, and the solid surface, in this 




linearly proportional to the relative velocity (White, 2011). This behaviour is expected when 
using a Newtonian fluid, such as the Castrol Axle Oil.  
 
For relatively low frequencies, the viscous forces should approach zero. However, the forces 
associated with the friction between piston and housing and between the shaft and seals exert 
a small, but finite, force on the shaft, as seen in Figure 6-2 for f = 0.25 Hz where the force-
displacement graph has a more rectangular shape indicating convergence to a frictional 
baseline.  
 
Figure 6-3 compares the force-displacement graphs of the viscous device tests with the 
theoretical graphs obtained using the model presented in Chapter 2 where the experimental 
results are in agreement with the theoretical results. Overall, the elliptic shape agrees with 
expectations and previous findings for such dissipative devices (Hazaveh et al., 2017b). 
 
  
Figure 6-2 Force displacement graphs for the viscous device with different input frequencies;  





 Ring-Spring Damper   
 
6.3.1. Analyses  
 
The ring stack in this experimental device consisted of 20 outer rings and 19 inner rings 
producing an allowable total stroke of 38 mm. A pre-load level equal to 5-50% of the maximum 
available stroke is recommended for ring-springs to ensure proper interaction of the mating 
surfaces (RINGFEDER, Gmbh Germany). Thus, two pre-compression levels were applied to 
the ring-spring using a combination of washers that create the pre-displacements shown in 
Table 6-2.  
Table 6-2 Pre-load and stroke values for the single ring-
spring tests  and hybrid device tests 
Pre-displacement (mm) 8 13 
Pre-load (%) ~21 ~34 
Available stroke (mm) 30 25 
  
 




6.3.2. Results   
 
Figure 6-4 shows the force-displacement plot for the ring-spring with pre-load levels defined 
in Table 6-2. As the pre-load is increased, the maximum allowable stroke of the device is 
lowered by the same amount. The ring-spring with 21% pre-load needs a compressive force of 
~5kN before undergoing significant deformation. For 34% pre-load, this force is ~8kN.  
 
  
Figure 6-4 Force displacement graphs for the ring-spring damper;  
a) pre-load = 34%, stroke = 25 mm b) pre-load = 21%, stroke = 30 mm  
 
Sinusoidal displacement inputs with equal stroke, but different frequencies, produced identical 
device forces, validating the velocity-independent behaviour of the ring-spring, as shown in 
Figure 6-5. Note that the resistive/restoring ring-spring force is the result of the simultaneous 
action of two forces: the elastic radial restoring force of the stiff rings and the dissipative sliding 
friction force from the mating surfaces. Both forces are rate-independent which leads to the 
overall rate-independence of the ring-spring force. 
 
As expected for a spring, the peak device forces occurred at peak displacement. In addition, 
the return ratio of ring-spring defined as the ratio of unloading stiffness to loading stiffness, 




0.6 kN/mm and the unloading stiffness is 0.2 kN/mm. The latter outcomes match expectations 
(RINGFEDER, Gmbh Germany).  
 
The ring-spring is also tested for the overloaded case. Figure 6-5 also shows the force-
displacement response of the ring-spring when loaded with an input displacement beyond its 
nominal design capacity for that pre-load. In this case, the stack displays highly stiff (rigid) 
behaviour, protecting the rings against excessive circumferential stresses as they cannot 
displace any further. This result matches the manufacturer’s guides in the catalogue. Thus, in 
design and pre-load selection, the expected peak stroke should be anticipated by accounting for 
this result.  
 
 
Figure 6-6 compares the force-displacement graphs of the ring-spring damper tests with the 
theoretical graphs obtained using the model presented in Chapter 2. The experimental results 
are in agreement with the results of the theoretical model.  
  






 Hybrid Ring-Spring plus Viscous Device   
 
6.4.1. Analyses   
 
The hybrid device tests are done using input strokes and frequencies shown in the shaded cells 
of Table 6-1. These inputs were selected as the stroke level matched the available stroke on 
the pre-loaded ring-spring. Thus, input strokes of 30 mm were used for the hybrid device with 
21% pre-load on the ring-spring whereas the input strokes of 25 mm were used for the hybrid 
device with 34% pre-load. 
 
Test results are presented as force-displacement graphs. The linear relation between force and 
velocity for the viscous device, and velocity saturation of the MTS machine, is shown using 









6.4.2. Results  
 
Figure 6-7 shows force-displacement graphs for the hybrid device under cyclic testing. The 
combination of two device behaviours creates a unique hysteretic loop that is the sum of forces 
from individual components. For lower frequencies, the graphs look similar to those of the 
ring-spring alone as the force contribution of the viscous device is minimal at low velocities, 
although the friction force from the viscous device is still present. As the input velocity 
increases, the viscous action impacts the shape and the overall resistive force, as expected. 
This, is also seen in Figure 6-8 where the dissipated energy by the viscous device is shown as 
a percentage of the overall hybrid device energy dissipation. As a result, for higher frequencies, 
the point of peak force moves from maximum displacement (zero velocity) towards zero 
displacement (maximum velocity). Moreover, the value of peak force is greater than the 
individual peak forces coming from the individual components devices for the same set of input 
displacements.   
 
  
Figure 6-7 Force displacement graphs for the hybrid device; a) RS pre-load = 34%, stroke = 25 mm, and b)  






Figure 6-8 Energy dissipation of the viscous device as a percentage of overall hybrid energy dissipation  
 
The hysteretic force displacement graphs of the hybrid device in Figure 6-7 show the 
combination of the two individual dissipaters in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-4. The combination 
of velocity independent behaviour (ring-spring) and velocity dependent (viscous damper) 
offers a measure of robustness in structural response to ground motions of different types (near-
fault and far-fault) and their velocity content. In addition, rate dependence ensures forces 
increase with response, where rate independent devices can be too stiff for smaller inputs if 
designed for larger, maximum events. Equally, rate dependence can be managed by design to 
limit peak forces where weaker velocity dependent devices exist (Lee and Taylor, 2001). 
Finally, peak forces or reaction forces can also be managed via emerging devices that provide 
damping only in selected quadrants of the force-displacement loop (Hazaveh et al., 2017b).  
 
Simulated hybrid device force obtained using the device models in Chapter 2 is compared to 
the experimental results in Figure 6-9. The similarity of the force plots and hysteresis loop 
shape indicate the experimental device performs as the expected linear sum of each component 




expectations, and also verifies the predictions of the potential impact of these devices based on 
initial, simulated spectral analysis in (Hazaveh et al., 2016c; Golzar et al., 2018b) is obtainable.  
 
Figure 6-9 Simulated force-displacement graphs of the hybrid device for the sinusoidal input at f = 1.25 Hz; 
 
This prototype was designed, manufactured, and tested to work within the limited space and 
force limitations of the available testing machine. The results presented here are for a single 
viscous damping coefficient of the viscous device and a single return stiffness ratio of the ring-
spring. For any specific structural augmentation, careful detailed design of the hybrid device is 
essential to meet structural design needs in terms of dissipation and re-centring capacities that 
impact the structural response to earthquake ground motions. However, the design and test 
methods presented are readily extensible to a wide range of force capacities and an equally 





 Summary  
 
A hybrid device consisting of a rate-dependent viscous fluid damper and a rate-independent 
friction-based ring-spring is experimentally validated. It produces a range of dissipative forces 
in a repeatable well-understood device with significant re-centring capacity. The overall 
outcomes show:  
 
 The viscous device provides consistent rate-dependent dissipative behaviour.  
 The ring-spring provides a consistent velocity independent, flag-shaped behaviour 
offering re-centring with a level of added fixed dissipation.  
 The maximum allowable displacement depends on the nominal length (number of 
rings) and the adjusted pre-load which is entirely variable with design requirements.  
 The hybrid device provides parallel combination of displacement and force outputs of 
the individual components with no loss of efficiency in the hybrid device load transfer.  
 
The hybrid device provides a unique and re-centring hysteretic behaviour. The overall device 
promises minimal complexity, easy uptake, and is highly general in its ability to be designed 
to meet a range of force, dissipation, and re-centring requirements.  
 
While the damping/re-centring capability of the ring-spring can be adjusted by changing the 
applied preload, the dissipation capacity of the viscous device can be tailored to a specific level 
by changing the orifice configuration on the piston or by using damping liquids with higher or 





Chapter 7. Viscous Damper with Nonlinear Silicone oils  
 
 Introduction  
 
Chapters 5 and 6 presented the design and experimental validation of a friction ring-spring, a 
viscous device, and a prototype hybrid ring-spring plus viscous device for structural seismic 
energy mitigation. The force and damping capacities of the ring-spring depended on its initial 
design parameters, such as ring geometry and lubricant properties, as discussed in Chapter 2. 
They were also adjustable in-service by applying preload, as discussed in Chapter 6. Similarly, 
for the viscous device, the designed geometry determined the damping force (Golzar et al., 
2018a). The damping force could be altered by changing the damping fluid or changing the 
configuration of open orifices. The viscosity of the damping fluid significantly impacts the 
damping it provides and thus plays an important role in determining the force capacity of the 
device.  
 
This chapter investigates the impact of damping fluid viscosity and orifice configuration on the 
damping force of the viscous device designed in Chapter 5. While Chapter 6 validated the 
device for its linear force-velocity behaviour using a single damping oil and a single layout of 
open orifices on the piston, this chapter examines the impact of customising the fluid viscosity 
and orifice configuration on the damping force. In particular, the potential to obtain relatively 
large damping forces as a nonlinear function of the input velocity is considered using high-








 Silicone oils as damping fluids  
 
Table 7-1 lists liquids used as the damping oil inside the viscous device. In addition to the axle 
oil (viscosity 140 centistokes (cSt)) used in the validation experiments of Chapter 6, 
commercial silicone oils spanning a viscosity range of 100 - 100,000 cSt are employed. These 
much higher viscosity values ensure enough data to explicitly define the viscosity dependence 
of damping forces and their nonlinearity as a function of fluid viscosity. It should also be noted 
that the fluids have very similar densities in Table 7-1. So, this parameter and the resulting 
mass flow rate are effectively constant.   
 
Table 7-1 Physical properties of the damping oils used in the experiments on the 
viscous device, where the Castrol oil used in Chapter 6 is boxed.  
Damping liquid commercial name  
Kinematic 
Viscosity (cSt)  
Relative 
density  
PSF‐100cSt Silicone Damping Fluid 100 0.966 
Castrol Axle Oil EPX 80W-90 140 0.886 
PSF‐500cSt Silicone Damping Fluid 500 0.971 
PSF‐1,000cSt Silicone Damping Fluid 1,000 0.971 
PSF‐5,000cSt Silicone Damping Fluid 5,000 0.975 
PSF‐10,000cSt Silicone Damping Fluid 10,000 0.975 
PSF‐100,000cSt Silicone Damping Fluid 100,000 0.970 
 
The Axle oil in Table 7-1 is a Newtonian fluid. For such liquids, the shear stress between the 
layers of liquid changes linearly with the shear rate between those layers, which amounts to a 
constant viscosity. In other words, the apparent viscosity in any velocity gradient would be the 
same as the real viscosity for Newtonian fluids. The shear stress that resists the relative motion 
between the layers in micro-scale translates to the force needed to flow the oil from one 
chamber to the other chamber through the open orifices. Similarly, the localised velocity 
gradient or shear rate translates to the flow velocity within the device which in turn is related 




velocity is a function of viscosity which is the ratio of shear stress to shear rate and independent 
of the velocity.  
 
In contrast, the silicone oils in Table 7-1 are non-Newtonian, and are categorised as shear 
thinning liquids. For such liquids, the shear stress to shear rate ratio or viscosity is constant at 
relatively low velocity gradients. However, for velocity gradient beyond a certain threshold 
called the critical velocity gradient, the fluid exhibits a lower apparent viscosity than its real 
viscosity. However, the critical velocity gradient and the drop in apparent viscosity changes 
for different silicone oils. Figure 7-1 shows the change in apparent viscosity for several 
silicone oils with different viscosities. The critical velocity gradient is lower for silicone fluids 
with higher nominal viscosities.  
 
 
Figure 7-1 Apparent viscosity as a function of velocity gradient for the  
silicone fluids (Clearco Products, US)  
 
The shear thinning characteristic of the silicone oils is expected to result in a velocity-




modelled by a nonlinear force-velocity relationship defined by Eq. (2-25) in Chapter 2 and a 
velocity coefficient κ < 1. Contrary to the force-displacement graphs of the axle oil shown in 
Chapter 6, which were elliptic, the graphs of the silicone oils are expected to be squarer due to 
this behaviour, depending on the maximum input velocity. Testing will be undertaken on a 
range of silicone fluids to experimentally characterise and quantify these relationships.  
 
 Experimental analyses  
 
7.3.1. Viscous device  
  
The experimental analyses are similar to the analyses in Chapter 6, but include a more 
comprehensive test matrix. The full set of input motions in Table 7-2 and Table 6-1 are 
designed to produce a smooth force-velocity graph with sufficient resolution to capture any 
nonlinear behaviour in the resulting resistive device forces. Monotonic tests were undertaken 
for the low velocity tests on the device. The monotonic tests consist of a single cycle each with 
a common stroke of 30 mm and they cover the nominal velocity range V = [1 - 10] mm/s with 
increments of 1 mm/s. At these low velocities the MTS-810 machine was able to accurately 
track a simple ramp command and produce the desired input velocity. However, for monotonic 
input commands with higher target velocities, a simple displacement ramp profile commands 
a large (near infinite) initial acceleration, which is seen in the experimental test as a very large 
impulse imparted into the device from the MTS jaws. Therefore, as the desired velocity 
increased, sinusoidal displacement input profiles where the velocity reaches its peak value 
gradually is more suitable.  
 
The cyclic tests are designed to record data for nominal input velocities V = [20 - 320] mm/s 








  (7-1) 
 
where S = [10, 30, 50] mm are the strokes used in the tests. Thus, for each nominal target peak 
velocity, 3 different input strokes and frequencies are used. The values given by Eq. (7-1) are 
rounded before entering into the MTS input command.   
 
Table 7-2 Input parameters for the monotonic tests with viscous device  
Stroke (mm) Velocity (mm/s) Stroke (mm) Velocity (mm/s) 
S = 30 1 S = 30 6 
S = 30 2 S = 30 7 
S = 30 3 S = 30 8 
S = 30 4 S = 30 9 
S = 30 5 S = 30 10 
 
As mentioned in Chapters 5 and 6, the number of open orifices on the piston directly impacts 
the damping forces created by the viscous device. Fewer open orifices results in higher flow 
rates through the open orifices for equal input piston displacement and velocity. Thus, the 
pressure difference between the two chambers will be higher and the overall damping force 
will increase. To investigate this aspect quantitatively, two different configurations were tested. 
The first has 6 open orifices, and the second has 3 open orifices of diameter 3 mm. These two 
configurations are combined with the 6 different damping fluids to create a wide range of 






























S = 10 f = 0.35 22.0 
140 
S = 10 f = 2.25 141.3 
S = 30 f = 0.10 18.8 S = 30 f = 0.75 141.3 
S = 50 f = 0.05 15.7 S = 50 f = 0.45 141.3 
30 
S = 10 f = 0.50 31.4 
150 
S = 10 f = 2.40 150.7 
S = 30 f = 0.15 28.3 S = 30 f = 0.80 150.7 
S = 50 f = 0.10 31.4 
160 
S = 10 f = 2.55 160.1 
40 
S = 10 f = 0.65 40.8 S = 30 f = 0.85 160.1 
S = 30 f = 0.20 37.7 S = 50 f = 0.50 157.0 
S = 50 f = 0.15 47.1 
180 
S = 10 f = 2.85 179.0 
50 
S = 10 f = 0.80 50.2 S = 30 f = 0.95 179.0 
S = 30 f = 0.25 47.1 S = 50 f = 0.60 188.4 
S = 50 f = 0.15 47.1 
200 
S = 10 f = 3.20 201.0 
60 
S = 10 f = 0.95 59.7 S = 30 f = 1.05 197.8 
S = 30 f = 0.30 56.5 S = 50 f = 0.65 204.1 
S = 50 f = 0.20 62.8 
220 
S = 10 f = 3.55 222.9 
70 
S = 10 f = 1.10 69.1 S = 30 f = 1.15 216.7 
S = 30 f = 0.35 65.9 S = 50 f = 0.70 219.8 
80 
S = 10 f = 1.25 78.5 
240 
S = 10 f = 3.80 238.6 
S = 30 f = 0.45 84.8 S = 30 f = 1.25 235.5 
S = 50 f = 0.25 78.5 S = 50 f = 0.75 235.5 
90 
S = 10 f = 1.40 87.9 
260 
S = 10 f = 4.15 260.6 
S = 30 f = 0.50 94.2 S = 30 f = 1.40 263.8 
S = 50 f = 0.30 94.2 S = 50 f = 0.85 266.9 
100 
S = 10 f = 1.60 100.5 
280 
S = 10 f = 4.45 279.5 
S = 30 f = 0.55 103.6 S = 30 f = 1.50 282.6 
S = 50 f = 0.35 109.9 S = 50 f = 0.90 282.6 
120 
S = 10 f = 1.90 119.3 
300 
S = 10 f = 4.80 301.4 
S = 30 f = 0.65 122.5 S = 30 f = 1.60 301.4 
S = 50 f = 0.40 125.6 S = 50 f = 0.95 298.3 
130 
S = 10 f = 2.10 131.9 
320 
S = 10 f = 5.10 320.3 
S = 30 f = 0.70 131.9 S = 30 f = 1.70 320.3 






7.3.2. Hybrid device  
 
A number of tests were done on the hybrid (RS+VD(1-4)) device to show the qualitative 
difference in the force-displacement and the peak force levels. The tests were done using 
sinusoidal input strokes of 25 mm and frequencies [0.20, 0.40, 0.65] Hz where the ring-spring 
component had a 34% pre-load. Test results are presented as force-displacement graphs 
together with results of the linear viscous device from Chapter 6.  
 
 Results and Discussions  
 
7.4.1. Viscous device  
 
Figure 6-2 shows force-displacement graphs for 3 of the input parameter sets from Table 6-1 
with and all 6 damping oils in Table 7-1. Each graph in the figures shows the force-
displacement plot for 3 cycles with 50 mm stroke and peak input velocities as shown. The 
graphs in the left column show the results of the 6-orifice configuration, and the graphs in the 
right column show the 3-orifce configuration. The input displacement profiles with higher peak 
velocity generate higher damping forces, as seen by the difference between the three rows. In 
addition, the 3-orifice configuration creates higher damping forces as expected due to the 
higher orifice flow rates required with fewer orifices.  
 
Regardless of the oil viscosity, the peak damping force occurs at the peak input velocity, which 
corresponds to zero displacement. The oils display different peak force values and force-
displacement envelopes. Low viscosity silicone oils with viscosities, ν = 100 - 1,000 cSt, lead 
to elliptic graphs, which indicates a relatively linear damping behaviour. However, oils with 




nonlinear force-velocity behaviour. For these oils, the damping force increases rapidly for the 
beginning part of the input stroke and then plateaus to a maximum value due to the drop in 
apparent viscosity at the higher shear rates.  
 
Figure 7-3a, b show the peak output damping forces for the peak input velocities, 
V = [1 - 320] mm/s, and the two piston configurations with 6 and 3 open orifices. Each point 
in the graph corresponds to a single test on the viscous device with 3 cycles of sinusoidal 
displacement input. The forces are significantly larger for the 3-orifce piston compared to the 
6-orifice piston as expected, since the overall passage area for the oil flow inside the device is 
halved. The damping force increases for higher velocities as expected. However, this increase 
is not entirely linear for all the damping fluids. While Chapter 6 showed a linear correlation 
between the damping force and peak velocity within the device for a single oil, the viscous 










Figure 7-2 Force displacement graphs for the viscous device with different damping oils for harmonic 
displacement inputs (s = 50 mm) with peak velocities V = [20, 100, 220] mm/s. piston with 6 open orifices 
(left column) and piston with 3 open orifices (right column)  
Vmax = 20 mm/s 
Vmax = 100 mm/s 
Vmax = 220 mm/s 






Figure 7-3 Force velocity graphs for viscous device with different damping oils,  







Some of the graphs in Figure 7-3 have fewer data points than others. This difference indicates 
fewer tests were done for some oils. The difference arises from more tests added in some cases 
to create a finer mesh of input velocity and to ensure the resulting graph best captured the 
curvature of the nonlinear force-velocity behaviour.  
 
The graphs of Figure 7-3 are plotted separately in Figure 7-4 to investigate the best fit for each 
set of results. For each graph, the experimental data are approximated with a linear fit line and 
a nonlinear fit line. For fluid viscosities of 100, 140, 500, and 1000 cSt, the data points form a 
concave curve and thus a quadratic nonlinear fit is suitable. However, for viscosities of 
10,000 and 100,000 cSt, the resistive force begins to saturate with increasing velocity, and thus 
a power-law line is fitted to the data. The regression details including the line equation and R-
squared value for these lines are shown in Table 7-4.  
 
The linear regression for the viscous device with axle oil gives a linear fit line equation of 
(y = 0.0465 x; R2 = 0.9997), yielding the expected linear damping coefficient equal to 
46500 Ns/m further validating the Newtonian definition. This value is 9.5% smaller than the 
value presented in Chapter 6 for the same damping fluid. This reduction could be associated 
with the modification done on the device after the tests in Chapter 6. The endcap was bored to 
increase its inner diameter by 0.2 mm to reduce the frictional resistance between the cylinder 
and the moving piston. Hence, a small difference is expected.  
 
The linear fit line provides a good prediction of the damping forces for low-to-medium 
viscosity fluids (100-1,000cSt) shown in Figure 7-4 where the fit is more accurate for the 6-
orifice configuration than 3-orifce configuration. The positive concavity of the force-velocity 






















































 Velocity (mm/s) Velocity (mm/s) 
 Figure 7-4 Force velocity graphs for viscous device with different damping oils, a) 6 open orifices on the piston, b) 3 
open orifices on the piston 


























































For the viscosities of 10,000 and 100,000 cSt with relatively higher forces, a single linear fit 
for the entire range of input velocities, is largely inaccurate.  
 
Table 7-4 Regression details for the force velocity plots  
Orifice 
configuration  
6 open orifices 3 open orifices 
Damping oil Linear fit Nonlinear fit Linear fit Nonlinear fit 
Silicone oil 
100 cSt 
y = 0.0401 x 
R² = 0.9353 
y = 1E-04 x2 + 0.0161 x 
R² = 0.9991 
y = 0.1176 x 
R² = 0.9142 
y = 0.0004x2 + 0.0305 x 
R² = 0.9991 
Axle oil 
140 cSt 
y = 0.0465 x 
R² = 0.9800 
y = 6E-05 x2 + 0.0321 x 
R² = 0.9997 
y = 0.1302 x 
R² = 0.9781 
y = 0.0002 x2 + 0.0868 x 
R² = 0.9994 
Silicone oil 
500 cSt 
y = 0.0633 x 
R² = 0.9755 
y = 9E-05x2 + 0.0426 x 
R² = 0.9998 
y = 0.1576 x 
R² = 0.9571 
y = 0.0004 x2 + 0.0819 x 
R² = 0.9998 
Silicone oil 
1,000 cSt 
y = 0.0785 x 
R² = 0.9937 
y = 4E-05x2 + 0.0679 x 
R² = 0.9993 
y = 0.1856 x 
R² = 0.9831 
y = 0.0002 x2 + 0.1325 x 
R² = 0.9997 
Silicone oil 
10,000 cSt 
y = 0.1278 x 
R² = 0.8580 
y = 1.0542 x0.613 
R² = 0.9843 
y = 0.2529 x 
R² = 0.9630 
y = 1.5753 x0.6377 
R² = 0.9827 
Silicone oil 
100,000 cSt 
y = 0.2018 x 
R² = 0.1677 
y = 5.4921 x0.3743 
R² = 0.9856 
y = 0.3357 x 
R² = 0.6446 
y = 6.6751 x0.398 
R² = 0.9672 
 
The linear fit used to define the damping coefficient in Chapter 6, as well as the low-to-medium 
damping forces in Figure 7-4, provide a single value which is easy to accommodate into design 
strategies for structures. However, the nonlinear damping governed by a quadratic or power-
law fit is computationally more complicated. The nonlinear spectral analysis presented in 
Chapters 4 and 5 is one way of analysing such behaviours and including them in design. 
Importantly, a power-law behaviour with decreasing slope for higher velocities yields more 
controlled or limited peak force levels over the expected input velocity range.  
 
It should be noted the linear fit is a good prediction for the overall rate-dependency of the 




values. However, it can significantly over predict or under predict the force levels for 3-orifice 
configuration despite the large R2 value. Thus, the R2 value alone does not provide sufficient 
justification to use Newtonian approximation for force levels. Hence, quadratic approximation 
predicts a better fit for damping forces of low viscosity viscous devices for this particular 
damper configuration.   
 
To enable a better comparison between the force outputs of 6-orifice and 3-orifice 
configurations, Figure 7-5a shows the force-velocity behaviour of 10,000 cSt viscosity using 
orifice flow velocity instead of the input piston velocity. The orifice flow velocity can be 














where Vo is the orifice flow velocity, Vp is the input velocity (equal to the piston velocity), Ap 
is the nominal piston area (Ap = πDp
2), Ao is the orifice area (Ao = πDo
2), and n is the number 
of open orifices. Dp and Do are the piston diameter and orifice diameter respectively.  
 
The force versus orifice flow graphs of two piston configurations in each of the plots in Figure 
7-5 overlap and share the same trend where the difference is the peak orifice flow velocity. As 
expected, a larger flow passes through the orifices of the piston when fewer orifices are open 
and, thus 3-orifice configuration spans a larger orifice flow velocity. Similarly, Figure 7-5b 
shows the graphs for 100,000 cSt viscosity fluid with two orifice configurations. Though not 
shown here, force-velocity graphs of the lower viscosity fluids would yield similar overlapping. 
All of this shows the damping force when normalised to orifice flow velocity is relatively 




the orifices. The graphs in Figure 7-5 follow a power-law fit for low velocities. However, for 
higher velocities, the force appears to begin a second regime, where the force begins to increase 
again with a linear trend. Hence, a dual-segment fit line is proposed, as shown in Figure 7-6:  
 
  
Figure 7-5 Damping force graphs based on orifice flow velocity for the 10,000 and 100,000 cSt damping 
fluids  
 
Figure 7-6 Damping force graphs based on orifice flow velocity with a double-segment approximation line  
  
y = 3.0216 x 0.6021  
R² = 0.9802  
y = 0.6607x - 1.3148 
R² = 0.9963 




7.4.2. Hybrid device  
 
Figure 7-7 shows force-displacement graphs for the hybrid device comprising a nonlinear 
viscous device plus ring-spring damper under cyclic testing. A number of results from Chapter 
6 on the hybrid device with linear viscous device are also shown to provide a qualitative 
comparison between the two hybrid device behaviours. The combination of two device 
behaviours creates a unique hysteresis loop summing the forces from each of the individual 
components. The combination of the parallel forces to create the hybrid device force with no 
apparent loss in the force transfer is similar to the results in Chapter 6. However, the overall 
hysteretic loop has a more square shape and offers a higher damping capacity as the area 
covered by the envelope is larger. It thus becomes more like an HF2V device in hysteresis loop 
shape.  
 
It is worth noting the contribution of the viscous device to the overall hybrid device force 
depends on the input stroke and peak input velocity. These inputs could range a span of zero 
(low velocities) to 100% (high velocities) which means the overall response of the hybrid 








Figure 7-7 Force displacement graphs for the ring-spring, the viscous device (linear and nonlinear), and the 
hybrid device, s = 25 mm, pre-load = 34% 
 
7.4.3. Limitations  
 
The MTS machine used for the experiments is capable of providing a nominal peak force of 
100 kN. However, as the input velocity is increased, the machine will not be able to provide 





Linear viscous device 
Nonlinear 
viscous device 
Hybrid device =  
(RS) + (linear VD) 
Hybrid device =  




velocity the machine is capable of producing at a specific force level is called the saturation 
velocity. Chapter 6 presented the saturation velocity of the MTS machine for tests with peak 
forces of ~17 kN was ~330 mm/s. For the damping oils in this chapter, the required forces are 
significantly higher, and thus, the saturation velocity of the machine is lower as shown in 
Figure 7-8. The stars in Figure 7-8 show the experimental saturation velocities for viscous 
device tests conducted in this chapter and the dashed line shows the expected saturation curve 
for the range of MTS forces [0 – 100] kN covering MTS input velocities from ~0 mm/s (quasi 
static inputs) to ~325 mm/s (peak velocity inputs).  
 
  
Figure 7-8 Saturation velocity of MTS machine for the nonlinear viscous device tests  
 
The maximum flow velocity within the viscous damper occurs in the orifices as the cross 
sectional area is the lowest. As mentioned earlier, the orifice flow velocity can be calculated 
by Eq. (7-2). However, this relationship gives the average flow velocity and the magnitude of 
maximum flow velocity at the orifice cross section depends on the flow velocity profile. 
Nominal MTS 




Assuming a linear velocity profile, the peak velocity is twice the average flow velocity as 
shown in Figure 7-9 and given by:  
2flow oV V  (7-3) 
 
 
Figure 7-9 Velocity profile for the orifice flow inside the viscous device  
 
The maximum velocity can then be used to check whether the orifice flow is laminar or 
transient. Eq. (7-4) gives the Reynolds number value for the flow through the cylindrical orifice 





  (7-4) 
 
Substituting Eq. (7-4) into Eq. (7-3) gives the Reynolds number as a function of input piston 
velocity:  










Figure 7-10 shows the variation of Reynolds number associated with the peak orifice flow 
velocity across the full range of possible input piston velocities for the current configuration of 
viscous damper. The Reynolds numbers are calculated using the apparent (reduced) viscosity 




viscosity and configuration of the viscous damper, there is a linear relationship between the 
Reynolds number and the input piston velocity. It is seen that the fluid state does not enter the 
turbulent zone in any of the tests conducted in this chapter where the input piston velocity was 
below 300 mm/s. The most critical cases are the viscosities 100, 140 cSt where the orifice flow 
lies in the transition zone between laminar and turbulent flows.   
 
  















A nonlinear viscous device with 2 different orifice configurations and 6 different damping oils 
was experimentally validated. The damping oils covered a range of viscosities 
[100 – 100,000] cSt and produced resistive forces up to ~70 kN.  
 
The overall outcomes show:  
 The force-displacement envelope of the device for viscosities [100 – 1,000] cSt was 
elliptic indicating largely linear damping. However, investigation of the force-velocity 
graphs showed a “weak” quadratic relationship is the best fit to predict the damping 
force for these oils which is also evident in the data.   
 The force-displacement envelope of the device for higher viscosities 
[10,000 – 100,000] cSt exhibited a slightly “squared-off” shape at low velocities. For 
higher velocities, a second regime emerged resulting in a combination of square and 
elliptic envelopes in the force-displacement graphs for these oils.  
 The piston with 3 open orifices produced significantly higher damping forces compared 
to the piston with 6 open orifices due to the decreased flow passage area and increased 
damping.  
 When resistive forces were plotted against orifice flow velocities rather than piston 





Chapter 8. Conclusions  
 
This thesis explores the design, development, and experimental testing of hybrid re-centring 
damping device consisting of a ring-spring damper and a viscous device with (1-4) quadrant 
dependent damping configuration. In addition, the nonlinear spectral analyses were done for 
hybrid devices (ring-spring plus HF2V damper and ring-spring plus D3 viscous device) to 
investigate their efficacy on a wide range of damping capacities.  
 
The main conclusions drawn from spectral analyses of the research are:  
 
1. Providing simultaneous dissipation and re-centring solutions using hybrid HF2V+RS 
devices based on required overall force capacity and re-centring ratio. These devices can 
potentially reduce damage and serviceability interruptions, with low-to-no maintenance 
needed for the devices, reducing overall long run costs.  
 
2. A similar hybrid VD+RS solution for standard and D3 viscous devices, where the viscous 
devices significantly increased dissipation and force capacity range through the use of non-
Newtonian damping fluids.  
 
Full experimental validation and characterisation of these hybrid ring-spring plus (1-4) viscous 
device provides: 
 
3. Commercial or near commercial ready solutions for industry based on the experimental 
validation presented combined with the extensive linear and nonlinear spectral design 




necessary linkages have been created to cross the bridge from research project to 
professional uptake – a gap very few research devices are able to cross. 
 
4. The hybrid devices presented are entirely generalisable for both new designs and retrofit of 
existing structures 
 
As a result, the overall research has also, finally: 
 
5. Created an overall template for the design, development, and validation of repeatable, 







Chapter 9. Future Work  
 
The research within this thesis has provided significant understanding of the potential benefits 
of hybrid re-centring dissipation devices, and the methods and results presented are readily 
generalisable to a wider range of similar devices and systems. This chapter details the areas of 
particular interest for future work.  
 
 Hybrid HF2V+RS device experiments  
 
The nonlinear spectral analyses results in Chapter 2 show significant promise regarding the 
potential advantages of hybrid RS+HF2V devices. These results provide justification to engage 
in comprehensive experimental validation tests of this hybrid device. The HF2V lead extrusion 
devices tested in previous research have force capacities of 200-500 kN. Thus, the ring-spring 
damper in the hybrid combination needs to be larger than the one designed in Chapter 5 to 
provide sufficient re-centring.  Moreover, the MTS-810 testing machine used in Chapter 6 will 
no longer be useful for a hybrid HF2V+RS device as its force capacity is below the minimum 
force required to conduct the tests. Given the large capacities and the potential for new issues 
to arise in both design and testing, a test series would fully validate the potential of these 
devices, given the appropriate facilities and equipment. When adding RS to HF2V devices, a 
range of potential designs could be implemented, from a low-force RS addition that only 
provides a modification to the post-yield stiffness of the HF2V device, through to a much larger 
RS that provides full static re-centring of the device. These different configurations have 







 High speed testing with nonlinear viscous device  
 
The experimental results in Chapter 7 have shown significant promise. Unexpected 
nonlinearity was observed in the damping force behaviour of the viscous device with silicon 
damping oils. To be able to draw more accurate conclusions regarding the nonlinear behaviour 
of such devices and their dependence on orifice location, size and shape, further cyclic tests 
with higher peak input velocities and a range of devices would fully validate these results and 
provide more certain design equations for devices using these fluids. Ongoing experimental 
and computational work would provide more information on the exact internal viscous flow 
patterns and contributions to the overall damping performance. 
 
 Viscous device with alternate orifice configuration  
 
Computer aided simulations in COMSOL by other project researchers have shown the 
nonlinearity of force-velocity relationship for a viscous device depends on the piston-orifice 
configuration. Switching from the current configuration where circular orifices are located on 
the face of the piston to a single annular orifice could enable an accurate power-law fit for the 
force-displacement graphs. A new piston design is needed to verify these results from the 
COMSOL simulations. The piston needs to have a smaller diameter than the bore diameter of 
the viscous device cylinder. The annular gap between the piston and cylinder acts as an 
elongated orifice, altering the relative contribution of viscous and drag forces within the 
damper. Several pistons with different outer diameters or a piston with a replaceable ring would 
enable analysing the impact of gap size on the damping force, and help identify any issues with 
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